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2.1. SEMICONDUCTOR-SUPERCONDUCTOR NANOWIRES

Figure 2.1: Semiconductor-superconductor hybrid nanowire. a) Illustration of morphology

and composition of an InAs/Al nanowire. This nanowire has six facets, three of which

are covered with epitaxial Al. b) High resolution transmission electron micrograph of

the interface between InAs and Al. It highlights an excellent lattice match and uniform

interface between the two materials. (adapted from [5]). c) A comparison of resulting

differential conductance as a function of source-drain bias for a nanowire with epitaxial

Al (blue line) and a nanowire with evaporated Al (red line). (adapted from [14]).

nanomaterials and those include [15]:

• Low effective electron mass mú which leads to increased level spacing.

• Narrow energy bandgap (Vg= 0.36 eV) that allows for charge carrier

manipulation with small gate voltages applied.

• High electron mobility due to low level of lattice defects.

• Small work function which results in easier fabrication of Ohmic contacts

to the wire.

Coupling semiconducting nanowires with a superconductor results in a very

exciting class of new hybrid materials. In 2015, Krogstrup et al. [5] presented a

brand new hybrid material consisting of InAs nanowire with epitaxial Al shell

grown by the means of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). Figure 2.1a) shows

an example of such a nanowire. This material features defect-free, atomically

uniform semiconductor-metal interface, as shown in Fig. 2.1b). Krogstrup

et al. reported a lattice mismatch of 0.3 percent, promising highly ordered

interfaces. Cheng et al. [14] demonstrated the existence of proximity-induced

hard superconducting gap in this hybrid material. It essentially means that there
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Hard gap in epitaxial semiconductor–
superconductor nanowires
W. Chang1,2, S. M. Albrecht1, T. S. Jespersen1, F. Kuemmeth1, P. Krogstrup1, J. Nygård1

and C. M. Marcus1*

Many present and future applications of superconductivity
would benefit from electrostatic control of carrier density and
tunnelling rates, the hallmark of semiconductor devices. One
particularly exciting application is the realization of topological
superconductivity1 as a basis for quantum information proces-
sing2,3. Proposals in this direction based on the proximity effect
in semiconductor nanowires are appealing because the key
ingredients are currently in hand4,5. However, previous
instances of proximitized semiconductors show significant
tunnelling conductance below the superconducting gap,
suggesting a continuum of subgap states—a situation that nul-
lifies topological protection6,7. Here, we report a hard supercon-
ducting gap induced by the proximity effect in a semiconductor,
using epitaxial InAs–Al semiconductor–superconductor nano-
wires. The hard gap, together with favourable material proper-
ties and gate-tunability, makes this new hybrid system
attractive for a number of applications, as well as fundamental
studies of mesoscopic superconductivity.

Key signatures of topological superconductivity, including a
characteristic zero-bias tunnelling peak appearing at finite magnetic
field, have been reported by several groups over the past few years8–11.
In all cases, a soft gap is also seen, indicated by sizable subgap
conductance. The origin of the soft gap is not fully understood,
with recent theory attributing it to disorder at the semiconductor/
superconductor interface12. Besides complicating an already
complex mesoscopic system by allowing alternative (Kondo)
processes that themselves can give rise to zero-bias tunnelling
peaks, subgap states are fatal to topological protection. This is
because quasiparticles occupying subgap states will inadvertently
participate in braiding, thus influencing the resulting quantum
states in an unpredictable and possibly time-dependent way6,7.

Here, InAs nanowires were grown in the wurzite [0001] direction
by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) using gold nanoparticles as cat-
alysts13. Once the nanowires reached a length of 5–10 µm, Al was
grown at a low temperature by angled deposition within the MBE
chamber. The resulting semiconductor/superconductor interface,
shown in Fig. 1c, appears coherent, domain-matched and impurity
free. The material growth is described in detail in ref. 14. Rotating
the substrate during Al growth results in full-shell nanowires with
epitaxial interfaces on all facets (Fig. 1a), while directional growth
without rotating yields half-shell nanowires, with epitaxial Al on
two or three facets of the hexagonal InAs core (Fig. 5a). The nano-
wires were dispersed onto a doped Si substrate with a 100 nm oxide.
The Al shell was contacted by superconducting Ti/Al (5/130 nm)
and the InAs core (exposed with a selective Al etch) by
normal Ti/Au (5/80 nm). Modest in situ ion milling was used to
improve contact between both the core and shell to leads.
A device similar to the one measured is shown in Fig. 1d.

Control devices were fabricated by etching away the Al shell and
evaporating Ti/Al in selected areas (Fig. 1b,d). (The 5 nm Ti sticking
layer improved gap hardness in all control devices; see
Supplementary Section 2.)

Measurements were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with a
base temperature of 20 mK. The carrier density in the exposed
InAs was tuned via the backgate voltage VBG (the side gate was
not used in these measurements). The external magnetic field B
was applied along the nanowire axis, unless stated otherwise.
Seven epitaxial devices (as well as eight control devices) have been
measured to date and show similar behaviour.

Tunnelling spectra of a full-shell epitaxial device and an evapor-
ated control device in the weak tunnelling regime, with conductance
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Figure 1 | Epitaxial full-shell device and hard induced gap. a, Schematic
cross-section of epitaxial full-shell nanowire with InAs core (green) and Al
shell (grey). b, Measurement set-up, showing Ti/Au leads (yellow), InAs
nanowire (green) and Al shell (grey). c, Transmission electron micrograph of
epitaxial N/S interface along the cut in a. d, Scanning electron micrograph of
lithographically similar device (false colour). e, Differential conductance as a
function of source–drain voltage of an epitaxial full-shell device (blue) and
an evaporated control device (red) at B =0 (solid line) and above the critical
field B > Bc (dashed line). f, Normalized differential conductance. Epitaxial
full-shell nanowires exhibit subgap conductance suppression by a factor
of ∼100.
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Quantized Majorana conductance
Hao Zhang1*, Chun-Xiao Liu2*, Sasa Gazibegovic3*, Di Xu1, John A. Logan4, Guanzhong Wang1, Nick van Loo1, 
Jouri D. S. Bommer1, Michiel W. A. de Moor1, Diana Car3, Roy L. M. Op het Veld3, Petrus J. van Veldhoven3, Sebastian Koelling3, 
Marcel A. Verheijen3,5, Mihir Pendharkar6, Daniel J. Pennachio4, Borzoyeh Shojaei4,7, Joon Sue Lee7, Chris J. Palmstrøm4,6,7, 
Erik P. A. M. Bakkers3, S. Das Sarma2 & Leo P. Kouwenhoven1,8

Majorana zero-modes—a type of localized quasiparticle—hold 
great promise for topological quantum computing1. Tunnelling 
spectroscopy in electrical transport is the primary tool for 
identifying the presence of Majorana zero-modes, for instance 
as a zero-bias peak in differential conductance2. The height of 
the Majorana zero-bias peak is predicted to be quantized at the 
universal conductance value of 2e2/h at zero temperature3 (where 
e is the charge of an electron and h is the Planck constant), as a 
direct consequence of the famous Majorana symmetry in which a 
particle is its own antiparticle. The Majorana symmetry protects 
the quantization against disorder, interactions and variations 
in the tunnel coupling3–5. Previous experiments6, however, have 
mostly shown zero-bias peaks much smaller than 2e2/h, with a 
recent observation7 of a peak height close to 2e2/h. Here we report a 
quantized conductance plateau at 2e2/h in the zero-bias conductance 
measured in indium antimonide semiconductor nanowires covered 
with an aluminium superconducting shell. The height of our zero-
bias peak remains constant despite changing parameters such as the 
magnetic field and tunnel coupling, indicating that it is a quantized 
conductance plateau. We distinguish this quantized Majorana peak 
from possible non-Majorana origins by investigating its robustness 
to electric and magnetic fields as well as its temperature dependence. 
The observation of a quantized conductance plateau strongly 
supports the existence of Majorana zero-modes in the system, 
consequently paving the way for future braiding experiments that 
could lead to topological quantum computing.

A semiconductor nanowire coupled to a superconductor can be 
tuned into a topological superconductor with two Majorana zero-
modes localized at the wire ends1,8,9. Tunnelling into a Majorana mode 
will show a zero-energy state in the tunnelling density-of-states, that 
is, a zero-bias peak (ZBP) in the differential conductance (dI/dV)2,6. 
This tunnelling process is an ‘Andreev reflection’, in which an incom-
ing electron is reflected as a hole. Particle–hole symmetry dictates 
that the zero-energy tunnelling amplitudes of electrons and holes are 
equal, resulting in a perfect resonant transmission with a ZBP height 
quantized at 2e2/h (refs 3, 4, 10), irrespective of the precise tunnelling 
strength3–5. The Majorana nature of this perfect Andreev reflection is a 
direct result of the well-known Majorana symmetry property ‘particle 
equals antiparticle’11,12.

This predicted robust conductance quantization has not yet been 
observed2,6,7,13,14. Instead, most of the ZBPs have a height consider-
ably less than 2e2/h. This discrepancy was first explained by thermal 
averaging15–18, but that explanation does not hold when the peak width 
exceeds the thermal broadening (about 3.5kBT)13,14. In that case, other 
averaging mechanisms, such as dissipation19, have been invoked. The 
main source of dissipation is a finite quasiparticle density-of-states 

within the superconducting gap, often referred to as a ‘soft gap’. 
Substantial advances have been achieved in ‘hardening’ the gap by 
improving the quality of materials, eliminating disorder and inter-
face roughness20,21, and better control during device processing22,23, 
all guided by a more detailed theoretical understanding24. We have 
recently solved all these dissipation and disorder issues21, and here we 
report the resulting improvements in electrical transport leading to the 
elusive quantization of the Majorana ZBP.

Figure 1a shows a micrograph of a fabricated device and schematics 
of the measurement set-up. An InSb nanowire (grey) is partially covered  
(two out of six facets) by a thin superconducting aluminium shell 
(green)21. The ‘tunnel-gates’ (coral red) are used to induce a tunnel 
barrier in the non-covered segment between the left electrical contact 
(yellow) and the Al shell. The right contact is used to drain the current 
to ground. The chemical potential in the segment covered with Al can 
be tuned by applying voltages to the two long ‘super-gates’ (purple).

Transport spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 1b, which displays dI/dV 
as a function of voltage bias V and magnetic field B (aligned with the 
nanowire axis), while fixed voltages are applied to the tunnel- and  
super-gates. As B increases, two levels detach from the gap edge  
(at about 0.2 meV), merge at zero bias and form a robust ZBP. This is 
consistent with the Majorana theory: a ZBP is formed after the Zeeman 
energy closes the trivial superconducting gap and re-opens a topologi cal  
gap8,9. The gap re-opening is not visible in a measurement of the local 
density-of-states because the tunnel coupling to these bulk states is 
small25. Moreover, the finite length (about 1.2 µ m) of the proximi tized  
segment (that is, the part that is superconducting because of the 
proximity effect from the superconducting Al coating) results in  
discrete energy states, turning the trivial-to-topological phase transition 
into a smooth crossover26. Figure 1c shows two line-cuts from Fig. 1b 
extracted at 0 T and 0.88 T. Importantly, the height of the ZBP reaches 
the quantized value of 2e2/h. The line-cut at zero bias in the lower 
panel of Fig. 1b shows that the ZBP height remains close to 2e2/h over a  
sizable range in B field (0.75–0.92 T). Beyond this range, the height 
drops, most probably because of a closure of the superconducting gap 
in the bulk Al shell.

We note that the sub-gap conductance at B =  0 (black curve, left 
panel, Fig. 1c) is not completely suppressed down to zero, reminiscent 
of a soft gap. In this case, however, this finite sub-gap conductance does 
not reflect any finite sub-gap density-of-states in the proximitized wire. 
It arises from Andreev reflection (that is, transport by dissipationless 
Cooper pairs) due to a high tunnelling transmission, which is evident 
from the above-gap conductance (dI/dV for V >  0.2 mV) being larger 
than e2/h. As this softness does not result from dissipation, the Majorana 
peak height should still reach the quantized value27. In Extended Data 
Fig. 1, we show that this device tuned into a low-transmission regime, 
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Zero energy crossings of Andreev levels and/or smooth confinement can mimic 
this behavior (reported theoretically many years before the retraction).

 

Figure 2. (a-c) dI/dV versus V and B at three different settings of VTG. B is aligned with the 

nanowire axis for all measurements. VSG = -6.5 V, VBG = 0. Fridge base temperature is ~20 mK 

for all measurements unless specified. (d) Horizontal linecuts at V = 0 mV for panels a-c. (e) 

Vertical linecuts from panel a, at B = 0 T (green) and 0.8 T (orange). (f) Close-up of the data 

in panel (d), indicated by the dashed rectangle. Darker shading indicates the 1σ standard error 

in the conductance measurement, while the lighter shade indicates the 2σ error. Data was 

obtained from device A. 
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We report electron transport studies on InSb-Al hybrid semiconductor-superconductor 

nanowire devices. Tunnelling spectroscopy is used to measure the evolution of subgap 

states while varying magnetic field and voltages applied to various nearby gates. At 

magnetic fields between 0.7 and 0.9 T, the differential conductance contains large zero 

bias peaks (ZBPs) whose height reaches values on the order 2e2/h. We investigate these 

ZBPs for large ranges of gate voltages in different devices. We discuss possible 

interpretations in terms of disorder-induced subgap states, Andreev bound states and 

Majorana zero modes.  
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Ever since Heike Kamerlingh Onnes discovered the ‘zero 
resistance state’ of metals at very low temperatures in 
1911 (REFS1,2), the superconducting state of matter3,4 has 
fascinated physicists. In the past century, the understand-
ing of superconductivity has evolved extraordinarily and 
has garnered eight Nobel prizes, turning it into one of 
the most iconic topics in condensed-matter physics5. 
As described by the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) 
theory of superconductivity6, the characteristic feature 
of superconductors (SCs) is the macroscopic occupa-
tion of bound pairs of electrons in the same quantum- 
coherent ground state; such pairs are known as Cooper  
pairs7. The condensation of Cooper pairs into such a 
ground state is associated with a superconducting com-
plex order parameter Δ = Δeiφ (REFS8,9), where φ is the 
conjugate of the number of Cooper pairs. In a homo-
geneous s-wave BCS SC, the spectrum of single-particle 
excitations above the ground state develops an energy 
gap Δ, which is the modulus of the order parameter. 
These gapped excitations are propagating superpositions 
of electrons and holes with different energy-dependent 
weights. However, if the order parameter — also called 
the pair potential3 — varies in space, Δ(r), lower-energy 
(‘subgap’) excitations may develop. Such is the case 
for states trapped in magnetic flux vortices (Caroli–
Matricon–De Gennes states10), at magnetic impurities 
(Yu–Shiba–Rusinov states11–13), at weak links between SCs 
or at normal metal–superconductor (NS) contacts14, to 
name a few. Collectively, these subgap states are dubbed 

Andreev bound states (ABSs), and they are the focus of 
numerous theoretical and experimental works, as well 
as the basis of emerging quantum technologies (FIG. 1).

The core physical mechanism behind the forma-
tion of ABSs in inhomogeneous systems with Δ(r) is a 
remarkable scattering process, predicted by Alexander 
Andreev15,16, in which an incoming particle-like excitation 
can convert into an outgoing hole-like one and vice versa 
(FIG. 1b). Many such Andreev scattering events coherently 
concatenated lead to the formation of subgap ABSs17,18 
that are localized near the region where the pair potential 
has strong spatial variations (for a review, see REF.19).

Since the late 2000s, new possibilities for the super-
conducting pairing of electrons have arisen through 
the advent of topological materials20,21. Inspired by 
notions of topology22, several authors have predicted 
the existence of new states of matter known collectively 
as topological superconducting phases (see REFS23–28 
for reviews). These arise in particular in ‘p-wave’ SCs, 
which possess a rare triplet-like pair potential (an 
exotic form of superconductivity involving only a single  
spin band29–33). Topological SC phases are characterized 
by the emergence of a special type of subgap bound 
state occurring at topological defects such as vortices, 
boundaries or domain walls. Importantly, such bound 
states occur precisely at zero energy and exhibit elec-
tron and hole character with exactly equal probabi-
lity. The second quantization operators describing 
these states are self-conjugate: γ = γ†. They are, in this 
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numerous theoretical and experimental works, as well 
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has strong spatial variations (for a review, see REF.19).
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the existence of new states of matter known collectively 
as topological superconducting phases (see REFS23–28 
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exotic form of superconductivity involving only a single  
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by the emergence of a special type of subgap bound 
state occurring at topological defects such as vortices, 
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THERE IS A NAGGING DEBATE ABOUT MAJORANAS IN HYBRID NANOWIRES

Ever since Heike Kamerlingh Onnes discovered the ‘zero 
resistance state’ of metals at very low temperatures in 
1911 (REFS1,2), the superconducting state of matter3,4 has 
fascinated physicists. In the past century, the understand-
ing of superconductivity has evolved extraordinarily and 
has garnered eight Nobel prizes, turning it into one of 
the most iconic topics in condensed-matter physics5. 
As described by the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) 
theory of superconductivity6, the characteristic feature 
of superconductors (SCs) is the macroscopic occupa-
tion of bound pairs of electrons in the same quantum- 
coherent ground state; such pairs are known as Cooper  
pairs7. The condensation of Cooper pairs into such a 
ground state is associated with a superconducting com-
plex order parameter Δ = Δeiφ (REFS8,9), where φ is the 
conjugate of the number of Cooper pairs. In a homo-
geneous s-wave BCS SC, the spectrum of single-particle 
excitations above the ground state develops an energy 
gap Δ, which is the modulus of the order parameter. 
These gapped excitations are propagating superpositions 
of electrons and holes with different energy-dependent 
weights. However, if the order parameter — also called 
the pair potential3 — varies in space, Δ(r), lower-energy 
(‘subgap’) excitations may develop. Such is the case 
for states trapped in magnetic flux vortices (Caroli–
Matricon–De Gennes states10), at magnetic impurities 
(Yu–Shiba–Rusinov states11–13), at weak links between SCs 
or at normal metal–superconductor (NS) contacts14, to 
name a few. Collectively, these subgap states are dubbed 

Andreev bound states (ABSs), and they are the focus of 
numerous theoretical and experimental works, as well 
as the basis of emerging quantum technologies (FIG. 1).

The core physical mechanism behind the forma-
tion of ABSs in inhomogeneous systems with Δ(r) is a 
remarkable scattering process, predicted by Alexander 
Andreev15,16, in which an incoming particle-like excitation 
can convert into an outgoing hole-like one and vice versa 
(FIG. 1b). Many such Andreev scattering events coherently 
concatenated lead to the formation of subgap ABSs17,18 
that are localized near the region where the pair potential 
has strong spatial variations (for a review, see REF.19).

Since the late 2000s, new possibilities for the super-
conducting pairing of electrons have arisen through 
the advent of topological materials20,21. Inspired by 
notions of topology22, several authors have predicted 
the existence of new states of matter known collectively 
as topological superconducting phases (see REFS23–28 
for reviews). These arise in particular in ‘p-wave’ SCs, 
which possess a rare triplet-like pair potential (an 
exotic form of superconductivity involving only a single  
spin band29–33). Topological SC phases are characterized 
by the emergence of a special type of subgap bound 
state occurring at topological defects such as vortices, 
boundaries or domain walls. Importantly, such bound 
states occur precisely at zero energy and exhibit elec-
tron and hole character with exactly equal probabi-
lity. The second quantization operators describing 
these states are self-conjugate: γ = γ†. They are, in this 
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fascinated physicists. In the past century, the understand-
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has garnered eight Nobel prizes, turning it into one of 
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gap Δ, which is the modulus of the order parameter. 
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of electrons and holes with different energy-dependent 
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(‘subgap’) excitations may develop. Such is the case 
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has strong spatial variations (for a review, see REF.19).
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the existence of new states of matter known collectively 
as topological superconducting phases (see REFS23–28 
for reviews). These arise in particular in ‘p-wave’ SCs, 
which possess a rare triplet-like pair potential (an 
exotic form of superconductivity involving only a single  
spin band29–33). Topological SC phases are characterized 
by the emergence of a special type of subgap bound 
state occurring at topological defects such as vortices, 
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lity. The second quantization operators describing 
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Subtype Bulk topology
Spatial Overlap of 

Majorana components
Spatial extension of 

Majorana components Zero energy pinning
Non-Abelian 

braiding

Standard: SO=0, VZ=0 trivial complete
spread across junction/

normal region no no

SO≠0, VZ<VZ
c trivial partial

spread across junction/
normal region no no

strong SO, VZ<VZ
c trivial partial

spread across junction/
normal region

only vs. VZ,
rest fine-tuned no

coupled multiband + 
short-range inhomogeneity trivial high

spread across 
inhomogeneity approximate no

Shiba state trivial complete localized to impurity no no

Long (L≫ξM, VZ>VZ
c) nontrivial

exponentially 
suppressed localized to edges yes yes

Short (L≲ξM, VZ>VZ
c) nontrivial partial

localized to edges but 
overlapping

no
(Majorana oscillations) no

Smoothly confined S trivial partial localized to smooth edge yes
yes

(parametric)

Smooth S'S/NS junction
(nontopological MBS/ps-MBS/

quasi-MBS/EP-MBS)
trivial partial localized to smooth 

junction
yes yes

(parametric)

Ty
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M
B

Ss
A

B
Ss

Sm
oo

th
ze

ro
 m
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es

TABLE I. Classification of near-zero-energy subgap states in proximitized nanowire systems. We divide the
possible near-zero-energy subgap states in three main types: ABSs, topological MBSs and zero modes produced by smooth
inhomogeneities in a trivial nanowire. Each of these is distinguished by the band-topology of the nanowire bulk, the amount
of spatial overlap between the Majorana components of the state, their spatial location and extension, whether the state’s
energy remains pinned to zero as system parameters are perturbed, and whether they are expected to exhibit spatial and/or
parametric non-Abelian braiding statistics. See Sec. IV for a discussion.

is a standard geometry in NS junctions used to perform
transport spectroscopy). When such a nanowire becomes
coupled to the reservoir, it can develop an ‘exceptional
point’ (EP) bifurcation in its complex (non-Hermitian)
spectrum, see Fig. 6 (f), where the real part of the lowest
quasibound Bogoliubov mode becomes robustly pinned
to zero energy as the imaginary part bifurcates. This
kind of non-Hermitian topological transition stabilizes a
couple of quasibound states at the contact with di↵er-
ent decay rates. One of the two may become essentially
non-decaying after the exceptional point bifurcation, thus
becoming a stable Majorana zero mode without the need
of a bulk topological transition. An EP requires a finite
coupling asymmetry of the two Majorana components to
the reservoir. Sources of asymmetry include finite length
[87, 241], smooth potentials [87], spin-polarized leads
[92], etc. Research into Majorana states in open sys-
tems for quantum computation purposes is still in its
early stages. The field is advancing rapidly, however,
with e.g. new non-Hermitian topological classification
theories being developed recently [242–245] that extend
band-topological concepts to open systems where these
do not strictly apply.

C. The MBS vs. ABS controversy

As studies began to unveil the above phenomenology
beyond the minimal model, it became clear that many

experimental hints of Majoranas could easily be mistak-
ing zero modes of non-topological origin with MBSs re-
sulting from a non-trivial bulk topology. Notable exam-
ples include experiments showing zero bias peaks robust
against magnetic field variations, or even conductance
values close to the ideal quantized 2e2/h value. Until
recently, both cases were considered strong signatures of
emergent Majoranas after a bulk topological transition,
but a growing body of literature shows that this is not
necessarily the case [84, 85, 87, 88, 246]. A prominent
reason is the possibility of robust but trivial zero modes
arising at smooth inhomogeneities [73–85, 87, 88]. In-
stead of emerging from a band inversion at a critical
V

c

Z
, these subgap states are predicted to emerge as a

lone ABS that detaches from the continuum as VZ in-
creases, and gradually becomes pinned to zero energy
with no intervening bulk topological transition or band
inversion [73, 80, 83, 85, 247], see Fig. 6 (d). This tell-
tale feature is often observed in experiments, see e.g.
Fig. 5 (c), and should be taken as a strong hint that
the zero mode might not be the result of an underlying
bulk topological transition. This type of zero mode has
been dubbed a quasi-MBS [85], partially-separated MBS
(ps-MBS) [83], or non-topological MBS [87]. Notably,
these states are not localized at opposite edges of the
nanowire but are instead confined to the inhomogeneity
neighborhood, whose location is often uncontrolled. As
shown in Fig. 6 (e), subpanel 2, they typically exhibit a
substantial spatial overlap.
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The energy of the subgap state (transition) 
decreases as we move towards the boundary 

by varying some external parameter 
(here the QD level position)
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Eventually it reaches zero at the boundary: zero 
energy crossing
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TWO KEY CONCEPTS:

• PEAKS IN ANDREEV CONDUCTANCE dI/dV MEASURE SUBGAP EXCITATIONS
• CHANGES IN THE GROUND STATE ARE SIGNALED AS ZERO-ENERGY CROSSINGS OF SUCH SUBGAP STATES
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Spin-resolved Andreev levels and parity crossings
in hybrid superconductor–semiconductor
nanostructures
Eduardo J. H. Lee1, Xiaocheng Jiang2, Manuel Houzet1, Ramón Aguado3, Charles M. Lieber2

and Silvano De Franceschi1*

The physics and operating principles of hybrid superconductor–semiconductor devices rest ultimately on the magnetic
properties of their elementary subgap excitations, usually called Andreev levels. Here we report a direct measurement of
the Zeeman effect on the Andreev levels of a semiconductor quantum dot with large electron g-factor, strongly coupled to
a conventional superconductor with a large critical magnetic field. This material combination allows spin degeneracy to be
lifted without destroying superconductivity. We show that a spin-split Andreev level crossing the Fermi energy results in a
quantum phase transition to a spin-polarized state, which implies a change in the fermionic parity of the system. This
crossing manifests itself as a zero-bias conductance anomaly at finite magnetic field with properties that resemble those
expected for Majorana modes in a topological superconductor. Although this resemblance is understood without evoking
topological superconductivity, the observed parity transitions could be regarded as precursors of Majorana modes in the
long-wire limit.

When a normal-type (N) conductor is connected to a
superconductor (S), superconducting order can leak
into it to give rise to pairing correlations and an

induced superconducting gap. This phenomenon, known as the
superconducting proximity effect, is also expected when the N con-
ductor consists of a nanoscale semiconductor whose electronic
states have a reduced dimensionality and can be tuned by means
of electric or magnetic fields. This hybrid combination of supercon-
ductors and low-dimensional semiconductors offers a versatile
ground for novel device concepts1. Some examples include sources
of spin-entangled electrons2–4, nanoscale superconducting magnet-
ometers5 or recently proposed qubits based on topologically pro-
tected Majorana fermions6–8. Such concepts, which form an
emerging domain between superconducting electronics and spin-
tronics, rest on a rich and largely unexplored physics that involves
both superconductivity and spin-related effects5,9–12. Here we
address this subject by considering the lowest dimensional limit
where the N conductor behaves as a small quantum dot (QD)
with a discrete electronic spectrum. In this case, the superconduct-
ing proximity effect competes with the Coulomb blockade phenom-
enon, which follows from the electrostatic repulsion among the
electrons of the QD13. Although superconductivity privileges the
tunnelling of Cooper pairs of electrons with opposite spin, and
thereby favours QD states with even numbers of electrons and
zero total spin (that is, spin singlets), the local Coulomb repulsion
enforces a one-by-one filling of the QD, and thereby stabilizes not
only even but also odd electron numbers.

To analyse this competition, let us consider the elementary case
of a QD with a single, spin-degenerate orbital level. When the dot
occupation is tuned to one electron, two ground states (GSs) are
possible: a spin doublet (spin 1/2), |Dl¼ | ! l,| " l, or a spin
singlet (spin zero), |Sl, whose nature has two limiting cases. In the

large superconducting gap limit (D#1), the singlet is supercon-
ducting like, |Sl¼2v*| ! "lþ u|0l, which corresponds to a
Bogoliubov-type superposition of the empty state, |0l, and the
two-electron state, | ! "l. By contrast, in the strong coupling limit,
where the QD–S tunnel coupling, GS, is much larger than D, the
singlet state is Kondo-like, resulting from the screening of the
local QD magnetic moment by quasiparticles in S. Even though
the precise boundary between the superconducting-like and
Kondo-like singlet states is not well-defined14, one can clearly ident-
ify changes in the GS parity, namely whether the GS is a singlet (fer-
mionic even parity) or a doublet (fermionic odd parity), as we show
here. The competition between the singlet and doublet states is gov-
erned by different energy scales: D, GS, the charging energy, U, and
the energy, 10, of the QD level relative to the Fermi energy of the S
electrode (see Fig. 1a)14–23. Previous works that address this compe-
tition focused either on Josephson supercurrents in S–QD–S
devices11,24 or on the subgap structure in S–QD–S or N–QD–S geo-
metries25–33. Although the QD–S GS could be inferred in some of
the above studies, a true experimental demonstration of the GS
parity requires its magnetic properties to be probed.

Here we report a tunnel spectroscopy experiment that probes the
magnetic properties of a QD–S system.With the aid of suitably large
magnetic fields, we lifted the degeneracy of the spinful states (that is,
|Dl) and measured the corresponding effect on the lowest-energy
subgap excitations of the system (that is, |Dl↔ |Sl transitions).
This experiment was carried out on a N–QD–S system, where the
N contact is used as a weakly coupled tunnel probe. In this geome-
try, a direct spectroscopy of the density of states in the QD–S system
is obtained through a measurement of the differential conductance,
dI/dV, as a function of the voltage difference, V, between N and S. In
such a measurement, an electrical current measured for |V|,D/e is
carried by so-called Andreev reflection processes, each of which
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Experimentally, this is seen as resonates in Andreev 
conductance (red lines) that cross zero voltage 
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The physics and operating principles of hybrid superconductor–semiconductor devices rest ultimately on the magnetic
properties of their elementary subgap excitations, usually called Andreev levels. Here we report a direct measurement of
the Zeeman effect on the Andreev levels of a semiconductor quantum dot with large electron g-factor, strongly coupled to
a conventional superconductor with a large critical magnetic field. This material combination allows spin degeneracy to be
lifted without destroying superconductivity. We show that a spin-split Andreev level crossing the Fermi energy results in a
quantum phase transition to a spin-polarized state, which implies a change in the fermionic parity of the system. This
crossing manifests itself as a zero-bias conductance anomaly at finite magnetic field with properties that resemble those
expected for Majorana modes in a topological superconductor. Although this resemblance is understood without evoking
topological superconductivity, the observed parity transitions could be regarded as precursors of Majorana modes in the
long-wire limit.
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into it to give rise to pairing correlations and an

induced superconducting gap. This phenomenon, known as the
superconducting proximity effect, is also expected when the N con-
ductor consists of a nanoscale semiconductor whose electronic
states have a reduced dimensionality and can be tuned by means
of electric or magnetic fields. This hybrid combination of supercon-
ductors and low-dimensional semiconductors offers a versatile
ground for novel device concepts1. Some examples include sources
of spin-entangled electrons2–4, nanoscale superconducting magnet-
ometers5 or recently proposed qubits based on topologically pro-
tected Majorana fermions6–8. Such concepts, which form an
emerging domain between superconducting electronics and spin-
tronics, rest on a rich and largely unexplored physics that involves
both superconductivity and spin-related effects5,9–12. Here we
address this subject by considering the lowest dimensional limit
where the N conductor behaves as a small quantum dot (QD)
with a discrete electronic spectrum. In this case, the superconduct-
ing proximity effect competes with the Coulomb blockade phenom-
enon, which follows from the electrostatic repulsion among the
electrons of the QD13. Although superconductivity privileges the
tunnelling of Cooper pairs of electrons with opposite spin, and
thereby favours QD states with even numbers of electrons and
zero total spin (that is, spin singlets), the local Coulomb repulsion
enforces a one-by-one filling of the QD, and thereby stabilizes not
only even but also odd electron numbers.

To analyse this competition, let us consider the elementary case
of a QD with a single, spin-degenerate orbital level. When the dot
occupation is tuned to one electron, two ground states (GSs) are
possible: a spin doublet (spin 1/2), |Dl¼ | ! l,| " l, or a spin
singlet (spin zero), |Sl, whose nature has two limiting cases. In the

large superconducting gap limit (D#1), the singlet is supercon-
ducting like, |Sl¼2v*| ! "lþ u|0l, which corresponds to a
Bogoliubov-type superposition of the empty state, |0l, and the
two-electron state, | ! "l. By contrast, in the strong coupling limit,
where the QD–S tunnel coupling, GS, is much larger than D, the
singlet state is Kondo-like, resulting from the screening of the
local QD magnetic moment by quasiparticles in S. Even though
the precise boundary between the superconducting-like and
Kondo-like singlet states is not well-defined14, one can clearly ident-
ify changes in the GS parity, namely whether the GS is a singlet (fer-
mionic even parity) or a doublet (fermionic odd parity), as we show
here. The competition between the singlet and doublet states is gov-
erned by different energy scales: D, GS, the charging energy, U, and
the energy, 10, of the QD level relative to the Fermi energy of the S
electrode (see Fig. 1a)14–23. Previous works that address this compe-
tition focused either on Josephson supercurrents in S–QD–S
devices11,24 or on the subgap structure in S–QD–S or N–QD–S geo-
metries25–33. Although the QD–S GS could be inferred in some of
the above studies, a true experimental demonstration of the GS
parity requires its magnetic properties to be probed.

Here we report a tunnel spectroscopy experiment that probes the
magnetic properties of a QD–S system.With the aid of suitably large
magnetic fields, we lifted the degeneracy of the spinful states (that is,
|Dl) and measured the corresponding effect on the lowest-energy
subgap excitations of the system (that is, |Dl↔ |Sl transitions).
This experiment was carried out on a N–QD–S system, where the
N contact is used as a weakly coupled tunnel probe. In this geome-
try, a direct spectroscopy of the density of states in the QD–S system
is obtained through a measurement of the differential conductance,
dI/dV, as a function of the voltage difference, V, between N and S. In
such a measurement, an electrical current measured for |V|,D/e is
carried by so-called Andreev reflection processes, each of which
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• PEAKS IN ANDREEV CONDUCTANCE dI/dV MEASURE THESE SUBGAP EXCITATIONS
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Flux-induced topological superconductivity in
full-shell nanowires
S. Vaitiekėnas1, G. W. Winkler2, B. van Heck2, T. Karzig2, M.-T. Deng1, K. Flensberg1, L. I. Glazman3,
C. Nayak2, P. Krogstrup1, R. M. Lutchyn2*, C. M. Marcus1*

Hybrid semiconductor-superconductor nanowires have emerged as a promising platform for realizing
topological superconductivity (TSC). Here, we present a route to TSC using magnetic flux applied
to a full superconducting shell surrounding a semiconducting nanowire core. Tunneling into the core
reveals a hard induced gap near zero applied flux, corresponding to zero phase winding, and a gapped
region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, corresponding to 2p phase
winding. Theoretical analysis indicates that the winding of the superconducting phase can induce a
transition to a topological phase supporting Majorana zero modes. Measured Coulomb blockade peak
spacing around one flux quantum shows a length dependence that is consistent with the existence
of Majorana modes at the ends of the nanowire.

M
ajorana zero modes (MZMs) at the
ends of one-dimensional topologi-
cal superconductors are expected to
exhibit nontrivial braiding statistics
(1–3), opening a path toward topo-

logically protected quantum computing (4, 5).
Among the proposals to realize MZMs, an ap-
proach (6, 7) based on semiconducting nano-
wires with strong spin-orbit coupling subject
to a Zeeman field and superconducting prox-
imity effect has received particular attention,
yielding compelling experimental signatures
(8–12). An alternative route to MZMs aims to
create vortices in spinless superconductors by
various means: coupling a vortex in a conven-
tional superconductor to a topological insu-
lator (13–17) or conventional semiconductor
(18, 19), using doped topological insulators
(20), using iron-based superconductors (21),
or using vortices in exotic quantum Hall ana-
logs of spinless superconductors (22).
Here, we show both experimental and theo-

retical results suggesting that a hybrid nano-
wire consisting of a full superconducting
(aluminum) shell surrounding a semicon-
ducting (indium arsenide) core can be driven
into a topological phase that supports MZMs
at the wire ends by a flux-induced winding of
the superconducting phase. This approach
contains elements of both proximitized-wire
schemes (6, 7) and vortex-based schemes (1, 13)
for creating MZMs. The topological phase sets
in at relatively low magnetic fields (~0.1 T), is
controlled discretely by moving from zero to

one phase twist around the superconducting
shell, and does not require a large g factor in
the semiconductor, which broadens the land-
scape of candidate materials.
Although it is known that well-chosen su-

perconducting phase differences can be used
to break time-reversal symmetry and local-
izeMZMs in semiconducting heterostructures
(23–28), the corresponding realizations typ-
ically require careful tuning of the fluxes. In
contrast, vortices in a full-shell wire provide
a naturally quantized means of controlling
the superconducting phase. In the destructive
Little-Parks regime (29, 30), the modulation
of critical current and temperature with flux
applied along the hybrid nanowire results in
a sequence of lobes with reentrant supercon-
ductivity (31, 32). Each lobe is associated with
a quantized number of twists of the super-
conducting phase (33), determined by the
external field so that the free energy of the
superconducting shell is minimized. The re-
sult is a series of topologically locked bound-
ary conditions for the proximity effect in the
semiconducting core, with a drastic effect on
the subgap density of states.
Our measurements reveal that tunneling

into the core in the zeroth superconducting
lobe, around zero flux, yields a hard proximity-
induced gap with no subgap features. In the
superconducting regions around one quan-
tum of applied flux, corresponding to phase
twists of ±2p in the shell, tunneling spectra
into the core show stable zero-bias peaks,
indicating a discrete subgap state fixed at
zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field

arising from the breaking of local radial
inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-
superconductor interface (34–36), along with
2p-phase twists in the boundary condition,

can induce a topological state supporting
MZMs. We calculate the topological phase
diagram of the system as a function of various
parameters, such as Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, radius of the semiconducting core,
and band bending at the superconductor-
semiconductor interface (34–36). Our analy-
sis shows that topological superconductivity
extends for a reasonably large portion of the
parameter space. Transport simulations of
the tunneling conductance in the presence
of MZMs qualitatively reproduce the ex-
perimental data in the entire voltage-bias
range.
We obtain further experimental evidence

that the zero-energy states are localized at
wire ends by investigating Coulomb blockade
conductance peaks in full-shell wire islands
of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe, Coulomb
blockade peaks show 2e spacing, indicating
Cooper-pair tunneling and an induced gap ex-
ceeding the island charging energy. In the first
lobe, peak spacings are roughly 1e-periodic,
with a slight even-odd alternation that van-
ishes exponentially with island length, con-
sistent with overlapping Majorana modes at
the two ends of the Coulomb island, as inves-
tigated previously (10, 37). The exponential
dependence on length and the incompatibility
with a power-law dependence strongly sug-
gest that MZMs reside at the ends of the hy-
brid islands.

Device description

InAs nanowires were grown by the vapor-
liquid-solid method using molecular beam
epitaxy. The nanowires had a hexagonal cross
section with maximum diameter D = 130 nm.
A 30-nm epitaxial Al layer was grown while
rotating the sample, yielding a fully enclos-
ing shell (Fig. 1A) (38). Devices were fabricated
using electron beam lithography. Standard al-
ternating current (ac) lock-in measurements
were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with
a base temperature of 20 mK. Magnetic field
was applied parallel to the nanowire using a
three-axis vector magnet. Two device geome-
tries, measured in three devices each, showed
similar results. Data from two representative
devices are reported in the main text: device 1
was used for four-probe measurements of the
shell (Fig. 1B) and tunneling spectroscopy
of the core (Fig. 2A); device 2 comprised six
Coulomb islands of different lengths fabri-
cated on a single nanowire, each with separate
ohmic contacts, two side gates to trim tunnel
barriers, and a plunger gate to change occu-
pancy (see the Coulomb blockade spectros-
copy section). Supporting data from three
additional tunneling devices, one of which has
a thinner shell, and two Coulomb-blockaded
devices are presented in figs. S5 to S7, S21,
and S22 (39). For more detailed description
of the wire growth, device fabrication, and
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to a full superconducting shell surrounding a semiconducting nanowire core. Tunneling into the core
reveals a hard induced gap near zero applied flux, corresponding to zero phase winding, and a gapped
region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, corresponding to 2p phase
winding. Theoretical analysis indicates that the winding of the superconducting phase can induce a
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section with maximum diameter D = 130 nm.
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cated on a single nanowire, each with separate
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pancy (see the Coulomb blockade spectros-
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Flux-induced topological superconductivity in
full-shell nanowires
S. Vaitiekėnas, G. W. Winkler, B. van Heck, T. Karzig, M.-T. Deng, K. Flensberg, L. I. Glazman, C. Nayak,
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INTRODUCTION:Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
localized at the ends of one-dimensional topo-
logical superconductors are promising candi-
dates for fault-tolerant quantum computing.
One approach among the proposals to realize
MZMs—based on semiconducting nanowires
with strong spin-orbit coupling subject to a
Zeeman field and superconducting proxim-
ity effect—has received considerable attention,
yielding increasingly compelling experimen-
tal results over the past few years. An alter-
native route to MZMs aims to create vortices
in topological superconductors, for instance,
by coupling a vortex in a conventional super-
conductor to a topological insulator.

RATIONALE: We intoduce a conceptually dis-
tinct approach to generatingMZMs by thread-
ingmagnetic flux through a superconducting
shell fully surrounding a spin-orbit–coupled
semiconducting nanowire core; this approach
contains elements of both the proximitized-
wire and vortex schemes. We show experi-
mentally and theoretically that thewinding of

the superconducting phase around the shell
induced by the applied flux gives rise toMZMs
at the ends of the wire. The topological phase
sets in at relatively low magnetic fields, is
controlled by moving from zero to one phase
twist around the superconducting shell, and
does not require a large g factor in the semi-
conductor, which broadens the landscape of
candidate materials.

RESULTS: In the destructive Little-Parks re-
gime, the modulation of critical temperature
with flux applied along the hybrid nanowire
results in a sequence of lobes with reentrant
superconductivity. Each lobe is associated with
a quantized number of twists of the super-
conducting phase in the shell, determined
by the external field. The result is a series of
topologically locked boundary conditions for
the proximity effect in the semiconducting
core, with a dramatic effect on the subgap den-
sity of states.
Tunneling into the core in the zeroth super-

conducting lobe, around zero flux, we mea-

sure a hard proximity-induced gap with no
subgap features. In the superconducting re-
gions around one quantum of applied flux,F0 =
h/2e, corresponding to phase twists of ±2p in
the shell, tunneling spectra into the core show
stable zero-bias peaks, indicating a discrete
subgap state fixed at zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field

arising from the breaking of local radial
inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-
superconductor interface, along with 2p-
phase twists in the boundary condition, can

induce a topological state
supporting MZMs. We
calculate the topological
phase diagram of the
system as a function of
Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, radius of the semi-
conducting core, and band

bending at the superconductor-semiconductor
interface. Our analysis shows that topolog-
ical superconductivity extends in a reason-
ably large portion of the parameter space.
Transport simulations of the tunneling con-
ductance in the presence of MZMs qualita-
tively reproduce the experimental data in
the entire voltage-bias range.
We obtain further experimental evidence

that the zero-energy states are delocalized
at wire ends by investigating Coulomb block-
ade conductance peaks in full-shell wire
islands of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe,
Coulomb blockade peaks show 2e spacing;
in the first lobe, peak spacings are roughly
1e-periodic, with slight even-odd alterna-
tion that vanishes exponentially with island
length, consistent with overlapping Majo-
rana modes at the two ends of the Coulomb
island. The exponential dependence on length,
as well as incompatibility with a power-law
dependence, provides compelling evidence
that MZMs reside at the ends of the hybrid
islands.

CONCLUSION: While being of similar sim-
plicity and practical feasibility as the orig-
inal nanowire proposals with a partial shell
coverage, full-shell nanowires provide sev-
eral key advantages. The modest magnetic
field requirements, protection of the semi-
conducting core from surface defects, and
locked phase winding in discrete lobes to-
gether suggest a relatively easy route to creat-
ing and controlling MZMs in hybrid materials.
Our findings open the possibility of studying
an interplay of mesoscopic and topological
physics in this system.▪
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Majorana fingerprints in full-shell nanowires. (A) Colorized electron micrograph of a tunneling device
composed of a hybrid nanowire with hexagonal semiconducting core and full superconducting shell.
(B) Tunneling conductance (color) into the core as a function of applied flux (horizontal axis) and
source-drain voltage (vertical axis) reveals a hard induced superconducting gap near zero applied flux
and a gapped region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, F0. (C) Realistic
transport simulations in the presence of MZMs reproduce key features of the experimental data.
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3.6 Magnetic field evolution of ABSs with a singlet GS:
Near gap edge limit

Finally, we turn our attention to devices that show ZBPs without an apparent subgap structure
in the zeroth lobe. In Fig. 3.5 we present data from devices C, D and E, with tunnel junction
lengths of X ¥ 290, 200 and 300 nm, respectively. Figure 3.5, A to C, depicts the magnetic field
dependence of the respective tunneling spectra, with a ZBP emerging in the first lobe after the first
LP closing. Notably, and as opposed to our previous results, no obvious signatures of ABSs can be
inferred from the spectra of the zeroth lobe. Taken together, all of these spectroscopic features
could be interpreted as originating from MZMs. However, as we argue now, these spectra can also
be understood in terms of the magnetic field evolution of ABSs. We note that the dI/dV line-cuts
reveal a sizable bias asymmetry. This breakdown of dI/dV particle-hole symmetry can be attributed
to the bias dependence of the tunnel barrier transparencies [239], an e�ect that does not enter the
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TOPOLOGICAL MATTER

Flux-induced topological superconductivity in
full-shell nanowires
S. Vaitiekėnas1, G. W. Winkler2, B. van Heck2, T. Karzig2, M.-T. Deng1, K. Flensberg1, L. I. Glazman3,
C. Nayak2, P. Krogstrup1, R. M. Lutchyn2*, C. M. Marcus1*

Hybrid semiconductor-superconductor nanowires have emerged as a promising platform for realizing
topological superconductivity (TSC). Here, we present a route to TSC using magnetic flux applied
to a full superconducting shell surrounding a semiconducting nanowire core. Tunneling into the core
reveals a hard induced gap near zero applied flux, corresponding to zero phase winding, and a gapped
region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, corresponding to 2p phase
winding. Theoretical analysis indicates that the winding of the superconducting phase can induce a
transition to a topological phase supporting Majorana zero modes. Measured Coulomb blockade peak
spacing around one flux quantum shows a length dependence that is consistent with the existence
of Majorana modes at the ends of the nanowire.

M
ajorana zero modes (MZMs) at the
ends of one-dimensional topologi-
cal superconductors are expected to
exhibit nontrivial braiding statistics
(1–3), opening a path toward topo-

logically protected quantum computing (4, 5).
Among the proposals to realize MZMs, an ap-
proach (6, 7) based on semiconducting nano-
wires with strong spin-orbit coupling subject
to a Zeeman field and superconducting prox-
imity effect has received particular attention,
yielding compelling experimental signatures
(8–12). An alternative route to MZMs aims to
create vortices in spinless superconductors by
various means: coupling a vortex in a conven-
tional superconductor to a topological insu-
lator (13–17) or conventional semiconductor
(18, 19), using doped topological insulators
(20), using iron-based superconductors (21),
or using vortices in exotic quantum Hall ana-
logs of spinless superconductors (22).
Here, we show both experimental and theo-

retical results suggesting that a hybrid nano-
wire consisting of a full superconducting
(aluminum) shell surrounding a semicon-
ducting (indium arsenide) core can be driven
into a topological phase that supports MZMs
at the wire ends by a flux-induced winding of
the superconducting phase. This approach
contains elements of both proximitized-wire
schemes (6, 7) and vortex-based schemes (1, 13)
for creating MZMs. The topological phase sets
in at relatively low magnetic fields (~0.1 T), is
controlled discretely by moving from zero to

one phase twist around the superconducting
shell, and does not require a large g factor in
the semiconductor, which broadens the land-
scape of candidate materials.
Although it is known that well-chosen su-

perconducting phase differences can be used
to break time-reversal symmetry and local-
izeMZMs in semiconducting heterostructures
(23–28), the corresponding realizations typ-
ically require careful tuning of the fluxes. In
contrast, vortices in a full-shell wire provide
a naturally quantized means of controlling
the superconducting phase. In the destructive
Little-Parks regime (29, 30), the modulation
of critical current and temperature with flux
applied along the hybrid nanowire results in
a sequence of lobes with reentrant supercon-
ductivity (31, 32). Each lobe is associated with
a quantized number of twists of the super-
conducting phase (33), determined by the
external field so that the free energy of the
superconducting shell is minimized. The re-
sult is a series of topologically locked bound-
ary conditions for the proximity effect in the
semiconducting core, with a drastic effect on
the subgap density of states.
Our measurements reveal that tunneling

into the core in the zeroth superconducting
lobe, around zero flux, yields a hard proximity-
induced gap with no subgap features. In the
superconducting regions around one quan-
tum of applied flux, corresponding to phase
twists of ±2p in the shell, tunneling spectra
into the core show stable zero-bias peaks,
indicating a discrete subgap state fixed at
zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field

arising from the breaking of local radial
inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-
superconductor interface (34–36), along with
2p-phase twists in the boundary condition,

can induce a topological state supporting
MZMs. We calculate the topological phase
diagram of the system as a function of various
parameters, such as Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, radius of the semiconducting core,
and band bending at the superconductor-
semiconductor interface (34–36). Our analy-
sis shows that topological superconductivity
extends for a reasonably large portion of the
parameter space. Transport simulations of
the tunneling conductance in the presence
of MZMs qualitatively reproduce the ex-
perimental data in the entire voltage-bias
range.
We obtain further experimental evidence

that the zero-energy states are localized at
wire ends by investigating Coulomb blockade
conductance peaks in full-shell wire islands
of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe, Coulomb
blockade peaks show 2e spacing, indicating
Cooper-pair tunneling and an induced gap ex-
ceeding the island charging energy. In the first
lobe, peak spacings are roughly 1e-periodic,
with a slight even-odd alternation that van-
ishes exponentially with island length, con-
sistent with overlapping Majorana modes at
the two ends of the Coulomb island, as inves-
tigated previously (10, 37). The exponential
dependence on length and the incompatibility
with a power-law dependence strongly sug-
gest that MZMs reside at the ends of the hy-
brid islands.

Device description

InAs nanowires were grown by the vapor-
liquid-solid method using molecular beam
epitaxy. The nanowires had a hexagonal cross
section with maximum diameter D = 130 nm.
A 30-nm epitaxial Al layer was grown while
rotating the sample, yielding a fully enclos-
ing shell (Fig. 1A) (38). Devices were fabricated
using electron beam lithography. Standard al-
ternating current (ac) lock-in measurements
were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with
a base temperature of 20 mK. Magnetic field
was applied parallel to the nanowire using a
three-axis vector magnet. Two device geome-
tries, measured in three devices each, showed
similar results. Data from two representative
devices are reported in the main text: device 1
was used for four-probe measurements of the
shell (Fig. 1B) and tunneling spectroscopy
of the core (Fig. 2A); device 2 comprised six
Coulomb islands of different lengths fabri-
cated on a single nanowire, each with separate
ohmic contacts, two side gates to trim tunnel
barriers, and a plunger gate to change occu-
pancy (see the Coulomb blockade spectros-
copy section). Supporting data from three
additional tunneling devices, one of which has
a thinner shell, and two Coulomb-blockaded
devices are presented in figs. S5 to S7, S21,
and S22 (39). For more detailed description
of the wire growth, device fabrication, and
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Hybrid semiconductor-superconductor nanowires have emerged as a promising platform for realizing
topological superconductivity (TSC). Here, we present a route to TSC using magnetic flux applied
to a full superconducting shell surrounding a semiconducting nanowire core. Tunneling into the core
reveals a hard induced gap near zero applied flux, corresponding to zero phase winding, and a gapped
region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, corresponding to 2p phase
winding. Theoretical analysis indicates that the winding of the superconducting phase can induce a
transition to a topological phase supporting Majorana zero modes. Measured Coulomb blockade peak
spacing around one flux quantum shows a length dependence that is consistent with the existence
of Majorana modes at the ends of the nanowire.

M
ajorana zero modes (MZMs) at the
ends of one-dimensional topologi-
cal superconductors are expected to
exhibit nontrivial braiding statistics
(1–3), opening a path toward topo-

logically protected quantum computing (4, 5).
Among the proposals to realize MZMs, an ap-
proach (6, 7) based on semiconducting nano-
wires with strong spin-orbit coupling subject
to a Zeeman field and superconducting prox-
imity effect has received particular attention,
yielding compelling experimental signatures
(8–12). An alternative route to MZMs aims to
create vortices in spinless superconductors by
various means: coupling a vortex in a conven-
tional superconductor to a topological insu-
lator (13–17) or conventional semiconductor
(18, 19), using doped topological insulators
(20), using iron-based superconductors (21),
or using vortices in exotic quantum Hall ana-
logs of spinless superconductors (22).
Here, we show both experimental and theo-

retical results suggesting that a hybrid nano-
wire consisting of a full superconducting
(aluminum) shell surrounding a semicon-
ducting (indium arsenide) core can be driven
into a topological phase that supports MZMs
at the wire ends by a flux-induced winding of
the superconducting phase. This approach
contains elements of both proximitized-wire
schemes (6, 7) and vortex-based schemes (1, 13)
for creating MZMs. The topological phase sets
in at relatively low magnetic fields (~0.1 T), is
controlled discretely by moving from zero to

one phase twist around the superconducting
shell, and does not require a large g factor in
the semiconductor, which broadens the land-
scape of candidate materials.
Although it is known that well-chosen su-

perconducting phase differences can be used
to break time-reversal symmetry and local-
izeMZMs in semiconducting heterostructures
(23–28), the corresponding realizations typ-
ically require careful tuning of the fluxes. In
contrast, vortices in a full-shell wire provide
a naturally quantized means of controlling
the superconducting phase. In the destructive
Little-Parks regime (29, 30), the modulation
of critical current and temperature with flux
applied along the hybrid nanowire results in
a sequence of lobes with reentrant supercon-
ductivity (31, 32). Each lobe is associated with
a quantized number of twists of the super-
conducting phase (33), determined by the
external field so that the free energy of the
superconducting shell is minimized. The re-
sult is a series of topologically locked bound-
ary conditions for the proximity effect in the
semiconducting core, with a drastic effect on
the subgap density of states.
Our measurements reveal that tunneling

into the core in the zeroth superconducting
lobe, around zero flux, yields a hard proximity-
induced gap with no subgap features. In the
superconducting regions around one quan-
tum of applied flux, corresponding to phase
twists of ±2p in the shell, tunneling spectra
into the core show stable zero-bias peaks,
indicating a discrete subgap state fixed at
zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field

arising from the breaking of local radial
inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-
superconductor interface (34–36), along with
2p-phase twists in the boundary condition,

can induce a topological state supporting
MZMs. We calculate the topological phase
diagram of the system as a function of various
parameters, such as Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, radius of the semiconducting core,
and band bending at the superconductor-
semiconductor interface (34–36). Our analy-
sis shows that topological superconductivity
extends for a reasonably large portion of the
parameter space. Transport simulations of
the tunneling conductance in the presence
of MZMs qualitatively reproduce the ex-
perimental data in the entire voltage-bias
range.
We obtain further experimental evidence

that the zero-energy states are localized at
wire ends by investigating Coulomb blockade
conductance peaks in full-shell wire islands
of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe, Coulomb
blockade peaks show 2e spacing, indicating
Cooper-pair tunneling and an induced gap ex-
ceeding the island charging energy. In the first
lobe, peak spacings are roughly 1e-periodic,
with a slight even-odd alternation that van-
ishes exponentially with island length, con-
sistent with overlapping Majorana modes at
the two ends of the Coulomb island, as inves-
tigated previously (10, 37). The exponential
dependence on length and the incompatibility
with a power-law dependence strongly sug-
gest that MZMs reside at the ends of the hy-
brid islands.

Device description

InAs nanowires were grown by the vapor-
liquid-solid method using molecular beam
epitaxy. The nanowires had a hexagonal cross
section with maximum diameter D = 130 nm.
A 30-nm epitaxial Al layer was grown while
rotating the sample, yielding a fully enclos-
ing shell (Fig. 1A) (38). Devices were fabricated
using electron beam lithography. Standard al-
ternating current (ac) lock-in measurements
were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with
a base temperature of 20 mK. Magnetic field
was applied parallel to the nanowire using a
three-axis vector magnet. Two device geome-
tries, measured in three devices each, showed
similar results. Data from two representative
devices are reported in the main text: device 1
was used for four-probe measurements of the
shell (Fig. 1B) and tunneling spectroscopy
of the core (Fig. 2A); device 2 comprised six
Coulomb islands of different lengths fabri-
cated on a single nanowire, each with separate
ohmic contacts, two side gates to trim tunnel
barriers, and a plunger gate to change occu-
pancy (see the Coulomb blockade spectros-
copy section). Supporting data from three
additional tunneling devices, one of which has
a thinner shell, and two Coulomb-blockaded
devices are presented in figs. S5 to S7, S21,
and S22 (39). For more detailed description
of the wire growth, device fabrication, and
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Nontopological zero-bias peaks in full-shell
nanowires induced by flux-tunable Andreev states
Marco Valentini1*, Fernando Peñaranda2, Andrea Hofmann1†, Matthias Brauns1‡, Robert Hauschild1,
Peter Krogstrup3, Pablo San-Jose2, Elsa Prada2,4, Ramón Aguado2*, Georgios Katsaros1*

A semiconducting nanowire fully wrapped by a superconducting shell has been proposed as a platform
for obtaining Majorana modes at small magnetic fields. In this study, we demonstrate that the
appearance of subgap states in such structures is actually governed by the junction region in tunneling
spectroscopy measurements and not the full-shell nanowire itself. Short tunneling regions never show
subgap states, whereas longer junctions always do. This can be understood in terms of quantum dots
forming in the junction and hosting Andreev levels in the Yu-Shiba-Rusinov regime. The intricate
magnetic field dependence of the Andreev levels, through both the Zeeman and Little-Parks effects, may
result in robust zero-bias peaks—features that could be easily misinterpreted as originating from
Majorana zero modes but are unrelated to topological superconductivity.

T
he superconducting Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer (BCS) density of states (DOS)
is characterized by a gap D around the
Fermi energy that prevents quasiparticle
excitations at energies below it. How-

ever, in systems with spatially inhomogeneous
pairing potentials, such as weak links between
two superconductors (SCs), the DOS contains
states inside the gap known generically as
Andreev bound states (ABSs) (1). Such ABSs
have been observed in, e.g., carbon nanotubes
(2, 3), superconducting atomic point contacts
(4), graphene (5), and hybrid semiconducting-
superconducting systems based on nanowires
(NWs) (6–15). ABSs are notable in their own
right, as Andreev qubits (16, 17), and for the
rich physics they offer; however, the intense
research activity of the past few years in the
hybrid NW platform has arguably been mo-
tivated by the prediction that a topological
SC state with Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
can be engineered out of them (18, 19) [see
also (20–22) for recent reviews]. Despite the
fact that several experiments in such plat-
forms have reported on signatures compatible
with MZMs (23–28), the Majorana interpreta-
tion has been challenged because zero-energy
ABSs, in the absence of an underlying topo-
logical state, can mimic MZMs (22, 29–38).

Recently, it has been argued that full-shell
NWs (39) threaded by a magnetic flux f ¼ AB,
with A the cross section of the NW and B an
external axial magnetic field, are an alterna-
tive platform for realizing topological supercon-
ductivity (40). The full-shell geometry has the
great advantage that a topological phase can
be induced at known and relatively low mag-
netic fields, typically when f is close to one
flux quantum f0 ¼ h=2e [the precise range
depends on the geometry of the full-shell NW
(41); here, h is the Planck’s constant and e is
the electron’s charge]. As shownby experiments
(40, 42, 43), InAs/Al full-shell NWs exhibit flux
tunability of the superconducting gap, includ-
ing its complete destruction and reemergence,
owing to the Little-Parks (LP) effect (44, 45).
The LP effect is accompanied by zero-bias peaks
(ZBPs) in tunneling conductance, which appear
in reentrant superconducting regions around
f ∼ f0 and have been interpreted as MZMs
(40). In this study, we use similar InAs/Al full-
shell NWs and perform tunneling spectros-
copy measurements to investigate the role of
the tunneling junction (green region of length
X in Fig. 1A) on the subgap spectra. Details on
the measured NWs can be found in the sup-
plementary materials and methods (46). We
use three experimental knobs, themagnetic flux,
the junction length X, and the global back-
gate voltage. Data from more than 40 devices
demonstrate that for X ≲ 100 nm, the bare
InAs NW acts as a tunnel barrier, whereas for
X ≳ 150 nm, a quantum dot (QD) is formed in
the tunnel junction region. Data for 100 nm ≲
X ≲ 150 nm show that, in this range, a QDmay
or may not form; we therefore do not work in
this tunnel junction length regime. The main
text discusses data from five devices, which we
refer to as A, B, C, D, and E. Data from eight
more devices are presented in the supple-
mentary materials (46). All measurements
have been performed in a dilution refriger-
ator with a base temperature of 20 mK.

Short-junction devices
We initially focus on the short-junction devices
for which the bare InAs NW plays the role of
a tunnel barrier (Fig. 1B). Figure 1C displays
the measured differential conductance at zero
magnetic field of device A with a short tun-
nel junction of X ≈ 40 nm. With increasingly
negative Vbg, the tunneling conductance at
source-drain voltages V below the supercon-
ducting gap D decreases and reveals a hard
gap of size D ≈ 200 meV. The line trace shown
in Fig. 1E confirms the absence of subgap
states and a hard gap with a subgap conduc-
tance suppressed by a factor of ~300 relative
to the above-gap conductance. Similar tun-
neling spectroscopy data have been ob-
served for all devices with a junction length
X < 100 nm (fig. S6). The hardness of the gap
and the absence of subgap features make
the short-junction devices the best candi-
dates for an unambiguous detection of MZM
signatures.
We now discuss transport spectroscopy data

as a function of an external parallel magnetic
field B. Figure 1D shows the dI/dV evolution
(I, current; V, voltage) as a function of B at a
fixed value ofVbg for device A. Themodulation
of D with B is the result of the destructive LP
effect (42, 47, 48), with regions where the gap
is completely suppressed and subsequently
regenerated (hereafter, we label the regions
with finite gaps as zeroth lobe, first lobe, and
so on). Theory predicts the observation of a
ZBP in the first lobe, owing to the formation
of MZMs (40, 41). Notwithstanding these
predictions, none of the nine short-junction
devices reported here (Fig. 1 and fig. S6) ex-
hibit a ZBP (or any other subgap state) as the
magnetic field increases. Instead, a hard gap
slightly smaller than at zero field is observed
in the first lobe (Fig. 1F). Possible explanations
for the absence of ZBPs in the first lobe include
the NWs always being topologically trivial,
owing to the renormalization of the semicon-
ductor properties caused by strong coupling
to the SC (49, 50), or lack of proper tuning into
a topological phase (41, 51, 52). The described
short-junction results seemingly contradict a
recent experimental report on MZMs in sim-
ilar NWs (40). However, the lithographic length
of the shown tunnel junction in (40) seems to be
larger than 100 nm and falls into what we call
the long-junction regime. In the next section, we
discuss how, in this regime, we observe ZBPs of
nontopological origin, owing to QD physics.

Long-junction devices

Figure 2A shows a micrograph of device B
with X ≈ 240 nm, for which a QD is formed
in the tunnel junction as sketched in Fig. 2B.
In this QD-SC system, two ground states (GSs)
are accessible: a spin doublet, Dj i, with spin½,
and a spin singlet, Sj i, with spin 0. Whether
the GS is a doublet or a singlet is determined
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TOPOLOGICAL MATTER

Flux-induced topological superconductivity in
full-shell nanowires
S. Vaitiekėnas, G. W. Winkler, B. van Heck, T. Karzig, M.-T. Deng, K. Flensberg, L. I. Glazman, C. Nayak,
P. Krogstrup, R. M. Lutchyn*, C. M. Marcus*

INTRODUCTION:Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
localized at the ends of one-dimensional topo-
logical superconductors are promising candi-
dates for fault-tolerant quantum computing.
One approach among the proposals to realize
MZMs—based on semiconducting nanowires
with strong spin-orbit coupling subject to a
Zeeman field and superconducting proxim-
ity effect—has received considerable attention,
yielding increasingly compelling experimen-
tal results over the past few years. An alter-
native route to MZMs aims to create vortices
in topological superconductors, for instance,
by coupling a vortex in a conventional super-
conductor to a topological insulator.

RATIONALE: We intoduce a conceptually dis-
tinct approach to generatingMZMs by thread-
ingmagnetic flux through a superconducting
shell fully surrounding a spin-orbit–coupled
semiconducting nanowire core; this approach
contains elements of both the proximitized-
wire and vortex schemes. We show experi-
mentally and theoretically that thewinding of

the superconducting phase around the shell
induced by the applied flux gives rise toMZMs
at the ends of the wire. The topological phase
sets in at relatively low magnetic fields, is
controlled by moving from zero to one phase
twist around the superconducting shell, and
does not require a large g factor in the semi-
conductor, which broadens the landscape of
candidate materials.

RESULTS: In the destructive Little-Parks re-
gime, the modulation of critical temperature
with flux applied along the hybrid nanowire
results in a sequence of lobes with reentrant
superconductivity. Each lobe is associated with
a quantized number of twists of the super-
conducting phase in the shell, determined
by the external field. The result is a series of
topologically locked boundary conditions for
the proximity effect in the semiconducting
core, with a dramatic effect on the subgap den-
sity of states.
Tunneling into the core in the zeroth super-

conducting lobe, around zero flux, we mea-

sure a hard proximity-induced gap with no
subgap features. In the superconducting re-
gions around one quantum of applied flux,F0 =
h/2e, corresponding to phase twists of ±2p in
the shell, tunneling spectra into the core show
stable zero-bias peaks, indicating a discrete
subgap state fixed at zero energy.
Theoretically, we find that a Rashba field

arising from the breaking of local radial
inversion symmetry at the semiconductor-
superconductor interface, along with 2p-
phase twists in the boundary condition, can

induce a topological state
supporting MZMs. We
calculate the topological
phase diagram of the
system as a function of
Rashba spin-orbit cou-
pling, radius of the semi-
conducting core, and band

bending at the superconductor-semiconductor
interface. Our analysis shows that topolog-
ical superconductivity extends in a reason-
ably large portion of the parameter space.
Transport simulations of the tunneling con-
ductance in the presence of MZMs qualita-
tively reproduce the experimental data in
the entire voltage-bias range.
We obtain further experimental evidence

that the zero-energy states are delocalized
at wire ends by investigating Coulomb block-
ade conductance peaks in full-shell wire
islands of various lengths. In the zeroth lobe,
Coulomb blockade peaks show 2e spacing;
in the first lobe, peak spacings are roughly
1e-periodic, with slight even-odd alterna-
tion that vanishes exponentially with island
length, consistent with overlapping Majo-
rana modes at the two ends of the Coulomb
island. The exponential dependence on length,
as well as incompatibility with a power-law
dependence, provides compelling evidence
that MZMs reside at the ends of the hybrid
islands.

CONCLUSION: While being of similar sim-
plicity and practical feasibility as the orig-
inal nanowire proposals with a partial shell
coverage, full-shell nanowires provide sev-
eral key advantages. The modest magnetic
field requirements, protection of the semi-
conducting core from surface defects, and
locked phase winding in discrete lobes to-
gether suggest a relatively easy route to creat-
ing and controlling MZMs in hybrid materials.
Our findings open the possibility of studying
an interplay of mesoscopic and topological
physics in this system.▪
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Majorana fingerprints in full-shell nanowires. (A) Colorized electron micrograph of a tunneling device
composed of a hybrid nanowire with hexagonal semiconducting core and full superconducting shell.
(B) Tunneling conductance (color) into the core as a function of applied flux (horizontal axis) and
source-drain voltage (vertical axis) reveals a hard induced superconducting gap near zero applied flux
and a gapped region with a discrete zero-energy state around one applied flux quantum, F0. (C) Realistic
transport simulations in the presence of MZMs reproduce key features of the experimental data.
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Nontopological zero-bias peaks in full-shell
nanowires induced by flux-tunable Andreev states
Marco Valentini1*, Fernando Peñaranda2, Andrea Hofmann1†, Matthias Brauns1‡, Robert Hauschild1,
Peter Krogstrup3, Pablo San-Jose2, Elsa Prada2,4, Ramón Aguado2*, Georgios Katsaros1*

A semiconducting nanowire fully wrapped by a superconducting shell has been proposed as a platform
for obtaining Majorana modes at small magnetic fields. In this study, we demonstrate that the
appearance of subgap states in such structures is actually governed by the junction region in tunneling
spectroscopy measurements and not the full-shell nanowire itself. Short tunneling regions never show
subgap states, whereas longer junctions always do. This can be understood in terms of quantum dots
forming in the junction and hosting Andreev levels in the Yu-Shiba-Rusinov regime. The intricate
magnetic field dependence of the Andreev levels, through both the Zeeman and Little-Parks effects, may
result in robust zero-bias peaks—features that could be easily misinterpreted as originating from
Majorana zero modes but are unrelated to topological superconductivity.

T
he superconducting Bardeen-Cooper-
Schrieffer (BCS) density of states (DOS)
is characterized by a gap D around the
Fermi energy that prevents quasiparticle
excitations at energies below it. How-

ever, in systems with spatially inhomogeneous
pairing potentials, such as weak links between
two superconductors (SCs), the DOS contains
states inside the gap known generically as
Andreev bound states (ABSs) (1). Such ABSs
have been observed in, e.g., carbon nanotubes
(2, 3), superconducting atomic point contacts
(4), graphene (5), and hybrid semiconducting-
superconducting systems based on nanowires
(NWs) (6–15). ABSs are notable in their own
right, as Andreev qubits (16, 17), and for the
rich physics they offer; however, the intense
research activity of the past few years in the
hybrid NW platform has arguably been mo-
tivated by the prediction that a topological
SC state with Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
can be engineered out of them (18, 19) [see
also (20–22) for recent reviews]. Despite the
fact that several experiments in such plat-
forms have reported on signatures compatible
with MZMs (23–28), the Majorana interpreta-
tion has been challenged because zero-energy
ABSs, in the absence of an underlying topo-
logical state, can mimic MZMs (22, 29–38).

Recently, it has been argued that full-shell
NWs (39) threaded by a magnetic flux f ¼ AB,
with A the cross section of the NW and B an
external axial magnetic field, are an alterna-
tive platform for realizing topological supercon-
ductivity (40). The full-shell geometry has the
great advantage that a topological phase can
be induced at known and relatively low mag-
netic fields, typically when f is close to one
flux quantum f0 ¼ h=2e [the precise range
depends on the geometry of the full-shell NW
(41); here, h is the Planck’s constant and e is
the electron’s charge]. As shownby experiments
(40, 42, 43), InAs/Al full-shell NWs exhibit flux
tunability of the superconducting gap, includ-
ing its complete destruction and reemergence,
owing to the Little-Parks (LP) effect (44, 45).
The LP effect is accompanied by zero-bias peaks
(ZBPs) in tunneling conductance, which appear
in reentrant superconducting regions around
f ∼ f0 and have been interpreted as MZMs
(40). In this study, we use similar InAs/Al full-
shell NWs and perform tunneling spectros-
copy measurements to investigate the role of
the tunneling junction (green region of length
X in Fig. 1A) on the subgap spectra. Details on
the measured NWs can be found in the sup-
plementary materials and methods (46). We
use three experimental knobs, themagnetic flux,
the junction length X, and the global back-
gate voltage. Data from more than 40 devices
demonstrate that for X ≲ 100 nm, the bare
InAs NW acts as a tunnel barrier, whereas for
X ≳ 150 nm, a quantum dot (QD) is formed in
the tunnel junction region. Data for 100 nm ≲
X ≲ 150 nm show that, in this range, a QDmay
or may not form; we therefore do not work in
this tunnel junction length regime. The main
text discusses data from five devices, which we
refer to as A, B, C, D, and E. Data from eight
more devices are presented in the supple-
mentary materials (46). All measurements
have been performed in a dilution refriger-
ator with a base temperature of 20 mK.

Short-junction devices
We initially focus on the short-junction devices
for which the bare InAs NW plays the role of
a tunnel barrier (Fig. 1B). Figure 1C displays
the measured differential conductance at zero
magnetic field of device A with a short tun-
nel junction of X ≈ 40 nm. With increasingly
negative Vbg, the tunneling conductance at
source-drain voltages V below the supercon-
ducting gap D decreases and reveals a hard
gap of size D ≈ 200 meV. The line trace shown
in Fig. 1E confirms the absence of subgap
states and a hard gap with a subgap conduc-
tance suppressed by a factor of ~300 relative
to the above-gap conductance. Similar tun-
neling spectroscopy data have been ob-
served for all devices with a junction length
X < 100 nm (fig. S6). The hardness of the gap
and the absence of subgap features make
the short-junction devices the best candi-
dates for an unambiguous detection of MZM
signatures.
We now discuss transport spectroscopy data

as a function of an external parallel magnetic
field B. Figure 1D shows the dI/dV evolution
(I, current; V, voltage) as a function of B at a
fixed value ofVbg for device A. Themodulation
of D with B is the result of the destructive LP
effect (42, 47, 48), with regions where the gap
is completely suppressed and subsequently
regenerated (hereafter, we label the regions
with finite gaps as zeroth lobe, first lobe, and
so on). Theory predicts the observation of a
ZBP in the first lobe, owing to the formation
of MZMs (40, 41). Notwithstanding these
predictions, none of the nine short-junction
devices reported here (Fig. 1 and fig. S6) ex-
hibit a ZBP (or any other subgap state) as the
magnetic field increases. Instead, a hard gap
slightly smaller than at zero field is observed
in the first lobe (Fig. 1F). Possible explanations
for the absence of ZBPs in the first lobe include
the NWs always being topologically trivial,
owing to the renormalization of the semicon-
ductor properties caused by strong coupling
to the SC (49, 50), or lack of proper tuning into
a topological phase (41, 51, 52). The described
short-junction results seemingly contradict a
recent experimental report on MZMs in sim-
ilar NWs (40). However, the lithographic length
of the shown tunnel junction in (40) seems to be
larger than 100 nm and falls into what we call
the long-junction regime. In the next section, we
discuss how, in this regime, we observe ZBPs of
nontopological origin, owing to QD physics.

Long-junction devices

Figure 2A shows a micrograph of device B
with X ≈ 240 nm, for which a QD is formed
in the tunnel junction as sketched in Fig. 2B.
In this QD-SC system, two ground states (GSs)
are accessible: a spin doublet, Dj i, with spin½,
and a spin singlet, Sj i, with spin 0. Whether
the GS is a doublet or a singlet is determined
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Majorana-like Coulomb spectroscopy in the 
absence of zero-bias peaks

Marco Valentini1,7ಞᅒ, Maksim Borovkov1,2,7, Elsa Prada3, Sara Martí-Sánchez4, Marc Botifoll4, 
Andrea Hofmann1,6, Jordi Arbiol4,5, Ramón Aguado3, Pablo San-Jose3ಞᅒ & Georgios Katsaros1ಞᅒ

Hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devices hold great promise for realizing 
topological quantum computing with Majorana zero modes1–5. However, multiple 
claims of Majorana detection, based on either tunnelling6–10 or Coulomb blockade 
(CB) spectroscopy11,12, remain disputed. Here we devise an experimental protocol that 
allows us to perform both types of measurement on the same hybrid island by 
adjusting its charging energy via tunable junctions to the normal leads. This method 
reduces ambiguities of Majorana detections by checking the consistency between CB 
spectroscopy and zero-bias peaks in non-blockaded transport. Specifically, we observe  
junction-dependent, even–odd modulated, single-electron CB peaks in InAs/Al 
hybrid nanowires without concomitant low-bias peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy. We 
provide a theoretical interpretation of the experimental observations in terms of 
low-energy, longitudinally confined island states rather than overlapping Majorana 
modes. Our results highlight the importance of combined measurements on the same 
device for the identification of topological Majorana zero modes.

Our experimental protocol is designed to characterize the low energy 
spectrum of semiconductor–superconductor nanowire (NW) islands, 
of length L, coupled to two normal reservoirs through gate-tunable 
barriers (see Methods for fabrication details). The method consists of 
tuning the junction barriers to enable either tunnelling spectroscopy 
or Coulomb spectroscopy measurements on the island. The transpar-
encies of left and right junctions, consisting of bare InAs NW segments, 
are independently controlled by applying voltages VL and VR to the 
corresponding gates (see Fig. 1a). The charge occupancy of the island 
is varied through the island gate voltage Visl. The gate configuration 
allows an in situ tuning of the barrier transparencies, which in turn 
control the Coulomb charging energy E = e

CC 2

2

tot
 (where Ctot is the total 

capacitance of the island and e is the electron charge)13. For sufficient 
negative gate voltages it is possible to deplete the bare InAs junctions 
and therefore to pinch off the devices from the left and right reservoirs 
independently. The transparency of the left (right) junction is charac-
terized by the device resistance when the right (left) junction is com-
pletely open (see section 3 in the Supplementary Information).

We distinguish between the island regime and the open regime. The 
latter has at least one very transparent barrier (coloured in green, see 
colour bar in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 3) and a conductance meas-
urement versus bias voltage of V and Visl does not reveal any EC. For the 
island regime, we further differentiate between the weak-coupling 
regime (barriers coloured in red) and the intermediate-coupling regime 
(barriers coloured in orange). In the weak-tunnelling regime the subgap 
conductance in a tunneling spectroscopy measuremen at zero field 
is below the experimental noise level, whereas in the intermediate 
spectroscopy regime an increased subgap conductance is measured 
due to Andreev tunnelling14.

We first focus on the Coulomb spectroscopy of full-shell device A 
(L ≈ 700 nm) (Fig. 1b). We investigate the zero-bias differential conduct-
ance as a function of island gate Visl and parallel magnetic field B. This 
magnetic field gives rise to the Little-Parks (LP) effect, whereby the super-
conducting gap ∆(B) is repeatedly suppressed and restored as the flux Φ 
into the NW cross-section is increased15,16. The magnetic field intervals 
for which ∆ ≠ 0, called the zeroth (0L), first (1L) and second lobe (2L), 
alternate with intervals where ∆ = 0, dubbed as destructive regimes (DRs). 
Each n = 0, 1, 2 ... lobe is associated with a number n of twists (or fluxoid 
number) of the superconducting phase around the shell that grows by 
one each time the magnetic flux increases by a flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.

To qualitatively understand the Coulomb blockade spectroscopy, we 
invoke the phenomenological energetic model17,18. In thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy of an island with charge occupancy 
N is given by:

F N B N N E N B( , ) = ( − ) + ( mod2)∆( ), (1)N CG G
2

where NG = ηVisl/EC is the dimensionless gate-induced charge and η is 
the lever arm. We perform the Coulomb spectroscopy measurement 
in the regime where EC < ∆(B = 0). For each N, odd or even, FN is a shifted 
parabola versus NG. Values of NG where two parabolas cross (filled circles 
in the bottom insets of Fig. 1b) mark free-energy degeneracies between 
different N’s, which produce Coulomb blockade peaks in zero-bias 
conductance. For zero magnetic field, Andreev processes give rise 
to coherent 2-e transport at these free-energy degeneracy points as 
one electron drags a second one to create a Cooper pair19 (green inset 
in Fig. 1b). Upon increasing the field, ∆(B) decreases and eventually  
vanishes, bringing the odd charge occupancy parabolas to zero energy. 
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Hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devices hold great promise for realizing 
topological quantum computing with Majorana zero modes1–5. However, multiple 
claims of Majorana detection, based on either tunnelling6–10 or Coulomb blockade 
(CB) spectroscopy11,12, remain disputed. Here we devise an experimental protocol  
that allows us to perform both types of measurement on the same hybrid island by 
adjusting its charging energy via tunable junctions to the normal leads. This method 
reduces ambiguities of Majorana detections by checking the consistency between CB 
spectroscopy and zero-bias peaks in non-blockaded transport. Specifically, we observe  
junction-dependent, even–odd modulated, single-electron CB peaks in InAs/Al 
hybrid nanowires without concomitant low-bias peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy.  
We provide a theoretical interpretation of the experimental observations in terms of 
low-energy, longitudinally confined island states rather than overlapping Majorana 
modes. Our results highlight the importance of combined measurements on the same 
device for the identification of topological Majorana zero modes.

Our experimental protocol is designed to characterize the low energy 
spectrum of semiconductor–superconductor nanowire (NW) islands, 
of length L, coupled to two normal reservoirs through gate-tunable 
barriers (see Methods for fabrication details). The method consists of 
tuning the junction barriers to enable either tunnelling spectroscopy 
or Coulomb spectroscopy measurements on the island. The transpar-
encies of left and right junctions, consisting of bare InAs NW segments, 
are independently controlled by applying voltages VL and VR to the 
corresponding gates (see Fig. 1a). The charge occupancy of the island 
is varied through the island gate voltage Visl. The gate configuration 
allows an in situ tuning of the barrier transparencies, which in turn 
control the Coulomb charging energy E = e

CC 2

2

tot
 (where Ctot is the total 

capacitance of the island and e is the electron charge)13. For sufficient 
negative gate voltages it is possible to deplete the bare InAs junctions 
and therefore to pinch off the devices from the left and right reservoirs 
independently. The transparency of the left (right) junction is charac-
terized by the device resistance when the right (left) junction is com-
pletely open (see section 3 in the Supplementary Information).

We distinguish between the island regime and the open regime. The 
latter has at least one very transparent barrier (coloured in green, see 
colour bar in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 3) and a conductance 
measurement versus bias voltage of V and Visl does not reveal any EC. 
We further differentiate between the weak-coupling regime (barriers 
coloured in red) and the intermediate-coupling regime (barriers col-
oured in orange). In the weak-tunnelling regime the subgap conduct-
ance in a tunneling spectroscopy measurement at zero field is below 
the experimental noise level, whereas in the intermediate spectroscopy 
regime an increased subgap conductance is measured due to Andreev 
tunnelling14.

We first focus on the Coulomb spectroscopy of full-shell device A 
(L ≈ 700 nm) (Fig. 1b). We investigate the zero-bias differential conduct-
ance as a function of island gate Visl and parallel magnetic field B. This 
magnetic field gives rise to the Little-Parks (LP) effect, whereby the super-
conducting gap ∆(B) is repeatedly suppressed and restored as the flux Φ 
into the NW cross-section is increased15,16. The magnetic field intervals 
for which ∆ ≠ 0, called the zeroth (0L), first (1L) and second lobe (2L), 
alternate with intervals where ∆ = 0, dubbed as destructive regimes (DRs). 
Each n = 0, 1, 2 ... lobe is associated with a number n of twists (or fluxoid 
number) of the superconducting phase around the shell that grows by 
one each time the magnetic flux increases by a flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.

To qualitatively understand the Coulomb blockade spectroscopy, we 
invoke the phenomenological energetic model17,18. In thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy of an island with charge occupancy 
N is given by:

F N B N N E N B( , ) = ( − ) + ( mod2)∆( ), (1)N CG G
2

where NG = ηVisl/EC is the dimensionless gate-induced charge and η is 
the lever arm. We perform the Coulomb spectroscopy measurement 
in the regime where EC < ∆(B = 0). For each N, odd or even, FN is a shifted 
parabola versus NG. Values of NG where two parabolas cross (filled circles 
in the bottom insets of Fig. 1b) mark free-energy degeneracies between 
different N’s, which produce Coulomb blockade peaks in zero-bias 
conductance. For zero magnetic field, Andreev processes give rise 
to coherent 2-e transport at these free-energy degeneracy points as 
one electron drags a second one to create a Cooper pair19 (green inset 
in Fig. 1b). Upon increasing the field, ∆(B) decreases and eventually  
vanishes, bringing the odd charge occupancy parabolas to zero energy. 
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Hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devices hold great promise for realizing 
topological quantum computing with Majorana zero modes1–5. However, multiple 
claims of Majorana detection, based on either tunnelling6–10 or Coulomb blockade 
(CB) spectroscopy11,12, remain disputed. Here we devise an experimental protocol that 
allows us to perform both types of measurement on the same hybrid island by 
adjusting its charging energy via tunable junctions to the normal leads. This method 
reduces ambiguities of Majorana detections by checking the consistency between CB 
spectroscopy and zero-bias peaks in non-blockaded transport. Specifically, we observe  
junction-dependent, even–odd modulated, single-electron CB peaks in InAs/Al 
hybrid nanowires without concomitant low-bias peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy. We 
provide a theoretical interpretation of the experimental observations in terms of 
low-energy, longitudinally confined island states rather than overlapping Majorana 
modes. Our results highlight the importance of combined measurements on the same 
device for the identification of topological Majorana zero modes.

Our experimental protocol is designed to characterize the low energy 
spectrum of semiconductor–superconductor nanowire (NW) islands, 
of length L, coupled to two normal reservoirs through gate-tunable 
barriers (see Methods for fabrication details). The method consists of 
tuning the junction barriers to enable either tunnelling spectroscopy 
or Coulomb spectroscopy measurements on the island. The transpar-
encies of left and right junctions, consisting of bare InAs NW segments, 
are independently controlled by applying voltages VL and VR to the 
corresponding gates (see Fig. 1a). The charge occupancy of the island 
is varied through the island gate voltage Visl. The gate configuration 
allows an in situ tuning of the barrier transparencies, which in turn 
control the Coulomb charging energy E = e

CC 2

2

tot
 (where Ctot is the total 

capacitance of the island and e is the electron charge)13. For sufficient 
negative gate voltages it is possible to deplete the bare InAs junctions 
and therefore to pinch off the devices from the left and right reservoirs 
independently. The transparency of the left (right) junction is charac-
terized by the device resistance when the right (left) junction is com-
pletely open (see section 3 in the Supplementary Information).

We distinguish between the island regime and the open regime. The 
latter has at least one very transparent barrier (coloured in green, see 
colour bar in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 3) and a conductance meas-
urement versus bias voltage of V and Visl does not reveal any EC. For the 
island regime, we further differentiate between the weak-coupling 
regime (barriers coloured in red) and the intermediate-coupling regime 
(barriers coloured in orange). In the weak-tunnelling regime the subgap 
conductance in a tunneling spectroscopy measuremen at zero field 
is below the experimental noise level, whereas in the intermediate 
spectroscopy regime an increased subgap conductance is measured 
due to Andreev tunnelling14.

We first focus on the Coulomb spectroscopy of full-shell device A 
(L ≈ 700 nm) (Fig. 1b). We investigate the zero-bias differential conduct-
ance as a function of island gate Visl and parallel magnetic field B. This 
magnetic field gives rise to the Little-Parks (LP) effect, whereby the super-
conducting gap ∆(B) is repeatedly suppressed and restored as the flux Φ 
into the NW cross-section is increased15,16. The magnetic field intervals 
for which ∆ ≠ 0, called the zeroth (0L), first (1L) and second lobe (2L), 
alternate with intervals where ∆ = 0, dubbed as destructive regimes (DRs). 
Each n = 0, 1, 2 ... lobe is associated with a number n of twists (or fluxoid 
number) of the superconducting phase around the shell that grows by 
one each time the magnetic flux increases by a flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.

To qualitatively understand the Coulomb blockade spectroscopy, we 
invoke the phenomenological energetic model17,18. In thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy of an island with charge occupancy 
N is given by:

F N B N N E N B( , ) = ( − ) + ( mod2)∆( ), (1)N CG G
2

where NG = ηVisl/EC is the dimensionless gate-induced charge and η is 
the lever arm. We perform the Coulomb spectroscopy measurement 
in the regime where EC < ∆(B = 0). For each N, odd or even, FN is a shifted 
parabola versus NG. Values of NG where two parabolas cross (filled circles 
in the bottom insets of Fig. 1b) mark free-energy degeneracies between 
different N’s, which produce Coulomb blockade peaks in zero-bias 
conductance. For zero magnetic field, Andreev processes give rise 
to coherent 2-e transport at these free-energy degeneracy points as 
one electron drags a second one to create a Cooper pair19 (green inset 
in Fig. 1b). Upon increasing the field, ∆(B) decreases and eventually  
vanishes, bringing the odd charge occupancy parabolas to zero energy. 
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Hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devices hold great promise for realizing 
topological quantum computing with Majorana zero modes1–5. However, multiple 
claims of Majorana detection, based on either tunnelling6–10 or Coulomb blockade 
(CB) spectroscopy11,12, remain disputed. Here we devise an experimental protocol  
that allows us to perform both types of measurement on the same hybrid island by 
adjusting its charging energy via tunable junctions to the normal leads. This method 
reduces ambiguities of Majorana detections by checking the consistency between CB 
spectroscopy and zero-bias peaks in non-blockaded transport. Specifically, we observe  
junction-dependent, even–odd modulated, single-electron CB peaks in InAs/Al 
hybrid nanowires without concomitant low-bias peaks in tunnelling spectroscopy.  
We provide a theoretical interpretation of the experimental observations in terms of 
low-energy, longitudinally confined island states rather than overlapping Majorana 
modes. Our results highlight the importance of combined measurements on the same 
device for the identification of topological Majorana zero modes.

Our experimental protocol is designed to characterize the low energy 
spectrum of semiconductor–superconductor nanowire (NW) islands, 
of length L, coupled to two normal reservoirs through gate-tunable 
barriers (see Methods for fabrication details). The method consists of 
tuning the junction barriers to enable either tunnelling spectroscopy 
or Coulomb spectroscopy measurements on the island. The transpar-
encies of left and right junctions, consisting of bare InAs NW segments, 
are independently controlled by applying voltages VL and VR to the 
corresponding gates (see Fig. 1a). The charge occupancy of the island 
is varied through the island gate voltage Visl. The gate configuration 
allows an in situ tuning of the barrier transparencies, which in turn 
control the Coulomb charging energy E = e

CC 2
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tot
 (where Ctot is the total 

capacitance of the island and e is the electron charge)13. For sufficient 
negative gate voltages it is possible to deplete the bare InAs junctions 
and therefore to pinch off the devices from the left and right reservoirs 
independently. The transparency of the left (right) junction is charac-
terized by the device resistance when the right (left) junction is com-
pletely open (see section 3 in the Supplementary Information).

We distinguish between the island regime and the open regime. The 
latter has at least one very transparent barrier (coloured in green, see 
colour bar in Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 3) and a conductance 
measurement versus bias voltage of V and Visl does not reveal any EC. 
We further differentiate between the weak-coupling regime (barriers 
coloured in red) and the intermediate-coupling regime (barriers col-
oured in orange). In the weak-tunnelling regime the subgap conduct-
ance in a tunneling spectroscopy measurement at zero field is below 
the experimental noise level, whereas in the intermediate spectroscopy 
regime an increased subgap conductance is measured due to Andreev 
tunnelling14.

We first focus on the Coulomb spectroscopy of full-shell device A 
(L ≈ 700 nm) (Fig. 1b). We investigate the zero-bias differential conduct-
ance as a function of island gate Visl and parallel magnetic field B. This 
magnetic field gives rise to the Little-Parks (LP) effect, whereby the super-
conducting gap ∆(B) is repeatedly suppressed and restored as the flux Φ 
into the NW cross-section is increased15,16. The magnetic field intervals 
for which ∆ ≠ 0, called the zeroth (0L), first (1L) and second lobe (2L), 
alternate with intervals where ∆ = 0, dubbed as destructive regimes (DRs). 
Each n = 0, 1, 2 ... lobe is associated with a number n of twists (or fluxoid 
number) of the superconducting phase around the shell that grows by 
one each time the magnetic flux increases by a flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.

To qualitatively understand the Coulomb blockade spectroscopy, we 
invoke the phenomenological energetic model17,18. In thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy of an island with charge occupancy 
N is given by:

F N B N N E N B( , ) = ( − ) + ( mod2)∆( ), (1)N CG G
2

where NG = ηVisl/EC is the dimensionless gate-induced charge and η is 
the lever arm. We perform the Coulomb spectroscopy measurement 
in the regime where EC < ∆(B = 0). For each N, odd or even, FN is a shifted 
parabola versus NG. Values of NG where two parabolas cross (filled circles 
in the bottom insets of Fig. 1b) mark free-energy degeneracies between 
different N’s, which produce Coulomb blockade peaks in zero-bias 
conductance. For zero magnetic field, Andreev processes give rise 
to coherent 2-e transport at these free-energy degeneracy points as 
one electron drags a second one to create a Cooper pair19 (green inset 
in Fig. 1b). Upon increasing the field, ∆(B) decreases and eventually  
vanishes, bringing the odd charge occupancy parabolas to zero energy. 
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The 2-e peaks split at B = 27 mT (orange inset in Fig. 1b) as soon as 
EC > ∆(B). When ∆(B) = 0 (DR), the island exhibits 1-e periodicity, sig-
nalling metallic single-electron transport (violet inset in Fig. 1b).

As we increase the field further, the superconducting gap reopens 
and the condition EC < ∆(B) for 2-e transport should be restored. How-
ever, instead of 2-e, we observe 1-e periodic transport (red inset in 
Fig. 1b), similar to the DR transport. As a spectroscopic figure of merit, 
we compute the average spacing for odd and even Coulomb peaks, 
S$ %o  and S$ %e , corresponding to odd or even ground states, respectively. 

Figure 1c depicts S$ %o  and S$ %e  as a function of B extracted from Fig. 1b. 
No measurable difference between S$ %o  and S$ %e  is observed in the DRs, 
the 1L or in the 2L (Fig. 1c).

The 1-e transport could be explained either with a gapless supercon-
ducting island (see red bottom-left inset of Fig. 1b) or with a subgap 
level of energy E0 ≈ 0, such as a Majorana zero mode (MZM). The E0 state 
would then replace ∆ (B)  in Eq. (1), see red bottom-right inset of Fig. 1b. 
To clarify the validity of either of these scenarios we perform tunnelling 
spectroscopy measurements at both ends of device A. It is important 
to note that there is one major difference between the two types of 

measurements. For Coulomb spectroscopy we need to form an island 
with EC ≠ 0, whereas for tunnelling spectroscopy we need to open one 
of the junctions to reach EC ≈ 0. In Fig. 1d we tune VR to the open regime 
and VL to the weak-coupling regime and we investigate the evolution of 
dI/dV as a function of B and V. Surprisingly, we cannot confirm at first 
sight either of the two possible scenarios. We observe no measurable 
conductance within a hard gap that follows the LP modulation and no 
trace of a zero-bias peak (ZBP) in the 1L consistent with an E0 ≈ 0 state 
that could support 1-e periodic transport in Coulomb blockade (CB) 
(Fig. 1e). We then reverse the voltages at the top gates, closing VR and 
opening VL, and perform tunnelling spectroscopy at the right side (see 
Fig. 1f). We again note the LP modulation and no subgap conductance 
above the noise level of our measurement or ZBP, as highlighted by the 
line traces in Fig. 1g.

To understand whether the NW length has an effect on the above 
observations we investigate device B, which has a shorter length, 
L ≈ 400 nm, and again perform tunnelling and Coulomb spectroscopy. 
Figure 2a shows the Coulomb spectroscopy measurement with the 
tunnel barriers in the intermediate-coupling regime. As in device A, 
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Fig. 1 | Experimental protocol for combining tunnelling and Coulomb 
spectroscopy on the same device. a, Schematics of a full-shell NW device. 
Turquoise represents the hexagonal InAs core, light blue the Al full-shell and 
gold the Ti/Au leads and gates. The AlOx layer separating top gates and tunnel 
junctions is not depicted. The insets show the NW cross-section schematic 
(right) and an atomic-resolution, high-angle annular dark-field scanning 
transmission electron microscopy image (left). Scale bar, 20 nm. The bar on 
the lower-right shows the colour code for the barrier resistance. b, Zero-bias 
conductance dI/dV plotted in logarithmic scale, in units of G0 = 2e2/h, as a 
function of Visl and magnetic field B for device A (L ≈ 700 nm) with the tunnel 
barriers tuned to the intermediate-coupling regime (configuration A1). The 
ticks positioned on the upper axis of the figure correspond to integer multiples 
of the flux quantum Φ0. The NW free-energy spectrum (see equation (1)) and 

zero-bias conductance versus normalized gate voltage NG are shown below for 
B = 0 mT (green), B = 27 mT (orange), B = 56 mT (violet) and B = 116 mT (red).  
The conductance ranges are given in units of 10−2G0. The 2-e to 1-e transport 
transition occurs within the Little-Parks zeroth lobe (0L) and 1-e-periodic 
spacing remains for the destructive regimes (DRs) and higher-order lobes (1L, 2L). 
c, Coulomb peak spacing, S$ %e  and S$ %o , extracted from b. d (f), dI/dV as a 
function of V and B in the configuration where the left (right) junction is tuned 
to the weak-coupling regime and the right (left) to the open regime. e,g, Line 
traces taken from d and f respectively at the centre of the 0L (light blue), 1L 
(dark blue) and 2L (grey), showing a hard gap in the 0L and no ZBPs in the 1L.  
The error is given by the propagation of the spacing-between-peaks, the details 
of the error analysis is given in the Supplementary Information.
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the 0L is dominated by 2-e coherent transport and in the 1L the 2-e 
coherent transport is not recovered. Unlike the previous case, how-
ever, in which Coulomb peaks were equally spaced in the 1L (Fig. 1c),  
here the Coulomb peaks exhibit an even–odd pattern ( S S" # ≠ " #e o ) 
(Figs. 2b,c). From S" #e  and S" #o  it is possible to extract the energy scale 

( )E η=
S S

0
" # − " #

4
e o . In the limit of low temperatures and contact transpar-

encies, E0 can be interpreted as the lowest electron-like subgap level 
(see section 13.1 of Supplementary Information for details)20, although 
this connection should be expected to break down at higher transpar-
encies, where higher-order transport processes dominate (see sec-
tion 13.2 of Supplementary Information for discussion). At the middle 
of the 1L we can extract an energy of E0 ≈ −8 µeV (Fig. 2c bottom), that 
is, very close to zero energy. Due to finite temperature in the experi-
ment, a subgap level with such a small energy scale would lead to a 
broadened but visible ZBP in tunnelling spectroscopy, as the 3.5 kBT(kB is 
the Boltzmann costant and T is the temperature)  Fermi broadening is 
about 15 µeV in our experiment (the effective electron temperature is 
about 50 mK). However, the tunnelling spectroscopy measurements 
in the weak-tunnelling regime from both island sides do not reveal any 
ZBP or other discrete subgap states in the first lobe (Fig. 2d and sec-
tion 6 of Supplementary Information).

Barrier dependence of the even–odd modulation
To further investigate the nature of the even–odd modulation of the 
Coulomb peaks, we perform the same Coulomb spectroscopy exper-
iment for different junction resistances of full-shell device B. In Fig. 2e 
we plot the absolute value of E0 as a function of B taken in the 1L for four 
different junction configurations (B1, B2, B3 and B4; see Supplementary 
Table 3 for details about the junction resistances). Clearly, the voltages 
applied to the junctions strongly influence the |E0| modulation, 

independently of island length L. For instance, at B = 120 mT, E0 can be 
tuned from above 15.4 µeV (configuration B2) to 1.6 µeV (configuration 
B4). Furthermore, Fig. 2f demonstrates that transport takes place 
through a discrete resonance at low V, which is separated from a con-
tinuum at higher bias. However, we note that the observation or not of 
such a ZBP depends on the barrier configuration (see section 11 in the 
Supplementary Information). In Fig. 2g we repeat the same analysis 
for full-shell device C, a long island device with L ≈ 900 nm. For this 
device also, it is possible to tune E0∣ ∣ at B = 140 mT from 7.3 µeV (con-
figuration C4) to 2 µeV (configuration C1).

As a next step, we compare all the full-shell devices and all the con-
figurations in terms of the maximum value of E0 in the 1L. Figure 2h 
shows ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L, with each grey column indicating 
the same device but different junction resistance configurations, see 
also Supplementary Fig. 42 in the Supplementary Information. Once 
more we observe that the sensitivity of E0 with junction resistance and 
island length is comparable.

Theory and discussion
To develop a physical interpretation of our observations, we now pre-
sent numerical simulations based on a microscopic NW model that 
closely follows the formalism of ref. 10 (Methods and section 13.3 of 
Supplementary Information). We first compute the subgap spectrum 
of a closed/closed L = 700 nm-long island in a regime of high density 
and relatively small induced superconducting pairing on core states.  
Figure 3a shows that a finite magnetic flux quickly fills the supercon-
ducting gap of n ≠ 0 lobes with a dense quasicontinuum of longitudinally 
quantized energy levels. This is consistent with the kind of unmodulated 
1-e-periodic CB phenomenology of device A (Fig. 1b,c), which would 
then follow from the gapless metallic-like subgap quasicontinuum in 
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Fig. 2 | Even–odd modulation and its tunability. a, Zero-bias dI/dV as a 
function of Visl and B in the intermediate-coupling regime for device B 
(configuration B1). b, Coulomb peak spacing, S" #e  and S" #o , extracted from a.  
c, Top, line-trace of a taken at B = 115 mT where the Coulomb peaks are not 
evenly spaced, that is, S S" # ≠ " #e o  (in units of 10−3G0). Consecutive peak heights 
are denoted by Geo and Goe. Bottom, energy of the system obtained from the 
panel above. The peak spacing in the upper panel corresponds to having a 
lowest energy state |E0| ≈ 8 µeV, see Supplementary Information for details.  
d, dI/dV as a function of V and B with VR tuned in the weak-tunnelling regime and 
VL tuned in the open regime, therefore performing tunnelling spectroscopy 
from the right side. e, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 

device B, which has a top gate and L ≈ 400 nm. f, dI/dV as a function of V and Visl 
at B = 115 mT, for configuration B3, demonstrating the presence of a ZBP and 
excited states. g, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 
device C, which has a side gate and L ≈ 900 nm. h, ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L. 
The grey columns include the different configurations of each device. It is clear 
that E0 depends at least as much on the junction transparencies as on the island 
length. It is important to notice that in previous works10,11, the reported value is 
A = 4 E0. For Majoranas, E0 should follow an exponential-decaying law with L. 
The error in e,g and h is given by the propagation of the spacing-between-peaks 
and level-arm errors, the details of the error analysis is given in Supplementary 
Information.
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the 0L is dominated by 2-e coherent transport and in the 1L the 2-e 
coherent transport is not recovered. Unlike the previous case, how-
ever, in which Coulomb peaks were equally spaced in the 1L (Fig. 1c),  
here the Coulomb peaks exhibit an even–odd pattern ( S S" # ≠ " #e o ) 
(Figs. 2b,c). From S" #e  and S" #o  it is possible to extract the energy scale 
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e o . In the limit of low temperatures and contact transpar-

encies, E0 can be interpreted as the lowest electron-like subgap level 
(see section 13.1 of Supplementary Information for details)20, although 
this connection should be expected to break down at higher transpar-
encies, where higher-order transport processes dominate (see sec-
tion 13.2 of Supplementary Information for discussion). At the middle 
of the 1L we can extract an energy of E0 ≈ −8 µeV (Fig. 2c bottom), that 
is, very close to zero energy. Due to finite temperature in the experi-
ment, a subgap level with such a small energy scale would lead to a 
broadened but visible ZBP in tunnelling spectroscopy, as the 3.5 kBT(kB is 
the Boltzmann costant and T is the temperature)  Fermi broadening is 
about 15 µeV in our experiment (the effective electron temperature is 
about 50 mK). However, the tunnelling spectroscopy measurements 
in the weak-tunnelling regime from both island sides do not reveal any 
ZBP or other discrete subgap states in the first lobe (Fig. 2d and sec-
tion 6 of Supplementary Information).

Barrier dependence of the even–odd modulation
To further investigate the nature of the even–odd modulation of the 
Coulomb peaks, we perform the same Coulomb spectroscopy exper-
iment for different junction resistances of full-shell device B. In Fig. 2e 
we plot the absolute value of E0 as a function of B taken in the 1L for four 
different junction configurations (B1, B2, B3 and B4; see Supplementary 
Table 3 for details about the junction resistances). Clearly, the voltages 
applied to the junctions strongly influence the |E0| modulation, 

independently of island length L. For instance, at B = 120 mT, E0 can be 
tuned from above 15.4 µeV (configuration B2) to 1.6 µeV (configuration 
B4). Furthermore, Fig. 2f demonstrates that transport takes place 
through a discrete resonance at low V, which is separated from a con-
tinuum at higher bias. However, we note that the observation or not of 
such a ZBP depends on the barrier configuration (see section 11 in the 
Supplementary Information). In Fig. 2g we repeat the same analysis 
for full-shell device C, a long island device with L ≈ 900 nm. For this 
device also, it is possible to tune E0∣ ∣ at B = 140 mT from 7.3 µeV (con-
figuration C4) to 2 µeV (configuration C1).

As a next step, we compare all the full-shell devices and all the con-
figurations in terms of the maximum value of E0 in the 1L. Figure 2h 
shows ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L, with each grey column indicating 
the same device but different junction resistance configurations, see 
also Supplementary Fig. 42 in the Supplementary Information. Once 
more we observe that the sensitivity of E0 with junction resistance and 
island length is comparable.

Theory and discussion
To develop a physical interpretation of our observations, we now pre-
sent numerical simulations based on a microscopic NW model that 
closely follows the formalism of ref. 10 (Methods and section 13.3 of 
Supplementary Information). We first compute the subgap spectrum 
of a closed/closed L = 700 nm-long island in a regime of high density 
and relatively small induced superconducting pairing on core states.  
Figure 3a shows that a finite magnetic flux quickly fills the supercon-
ducting gap of n ≠ 0 lobes with a dense quasicontinuum of longitudinally 
quantized energy levels. This is consistent with the kind of unmodulated 
1-e-periodic CB phenomenology of device A (Fig. 1b,c), which would 
then follow from the gapless metallic-like subgap quasicontinuum in 
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function of Visl and B in the intermediate-coupling regime for device B 
(configuration B1). b, Coulomb peak spacing, S" #e  and S" #o , extracted from a.  
c, Top, line-trace of a taken at B = 115 mT where the Coulomb peaks are not 
evenly spaced, that is, S S" # ≠ " #e o  (in units of 10−3G0). Consecutive peak heights 
are denoted by Geo and Goe. Bottom, energy of the system obtained from the 
panel above. The peak spacing in the upper panel corresponds to having a 
lowest energy state |E0| ≈ 8 µeV, see Supplementary Information for details.  
d, dI/dV as a function of V and B with VR tuned in the weak-tunnelling regime and 
VL tuned in the open regime, therefore performing tunnelling spectroscopy 
from the right side. e, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 

device B, which has a top gate and L ≈ 400 nm. f, dI/dV as a function of V and Visl 
at B = 115 mT, for configuration B3, demonstrating the presence of a ZBP and 
excited states. g, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 
device C, which has a side gate and L ≈ 900 nm. h, ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L. 
The grey columns include the different configurations of each device. It is clear 
that E0 depends at least as much on the junction transparencies as on the island 
length. It is important to notice that in previous works10,11, the reported value is 
A = 4 E0. For Majoranas, E0 should follow an exponential-decaying law with L. 
The error in e,g and h is given by the propagation of the spacing-between-peaks 
and level-arm errors, the details of the error analysis is given in Supplementary 
Information.
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the 0L is dominated by 2-e coherent transport and in the 1L the 2-e 
coherent transport is not recovered. Unlike the previous case, how-
ever, in which Coulomb peaks were equally spaced in the 1L (Fig. 1c),  
here the Coulomb peaks exhibit an even–odd pattern ( S S" # ≠ " #e o ) 
(Figs. 2b,c). From S" #e  and S" #o  it is possible to extract the energy scale 
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e o . In the limit of low temperatures and contact transpar-

encies, E0 can be interpreted as the lowest electron-like subgap level 
(see section 13.1 of Supplementary Information for details)20, although 
this connection should be expected to break down at higher transpar-
encies, where higher-order transport processes dominate (see sec-
tion 13.2 of Supplementary Information for discussion). At the middle 
of the 1L we can extract an energy of E0 ≈ −8 µeV (Fig. 2c bottom), that 
is, very close to zero energy. Due to finite temperature in the experi-
ment, a subgap level with such a small energy scale would lead to a 
broadened but visible ZBP in tunnelling spectroscopy, as the 3.5 kBT(kB is 
the Boltzmann costant and T is the temperature)  Fermi broadening is 
about 15 µeV in our experiment (the effective electron temperature is 
about 50 mK). However, the tunnelling spectroscopy measurements 
in the weak-tunnelling regime from both island sides do not reveal any 
ZBP or other discrete subgap states in the first lobe (Fig. 2d and sec-
tion 6 of Supplementary Information).

Barrier dependence of the even–odd modulation
To further investigate the nature of the even–odd modulation of the 
Coulomb peaks, we perform the same Coulomb spectroscopy exper-
iment for different junction resistances of full-shell device B. In Fig. 2e 
we plot the absolute value of E0 as a function of B taken in the 1L for four 
different junction configurations (B1, B2, B3 and B4; see Supplementary 
Table 3 for details about the junction resistances). Clearly, the voltages 
applied to the junctions strongly influence the |E0| modulation, 

independently of island length L. For instance, at B = 120 mT, E0 can be 
tuned from above 15.4 µeV (configuration B2) to 1.6 µeV (configuration 
B4). Furthermore, Fig. 2f demonstrates that transport takes place 
through a discrete resonance at low V, which is separated from a con-
tinuum at higher bias. However, we note that the observation or not of 
such a ZBP depends on the barrier configuration (see section 11 in the 
Supplementary Information). In Fig. 2g we repeat the same analysis 
for full-shell device C, a long island device with L ≈ 900 nm. For this 
device also, it is possible to tune E0∣ ∣ at B = 140 mT from 7.3 µeV (con-
figuration C4) to 2 µeV (configuration C1).

As a next step, we compare all the full-shell devices and all the con-
figurations in terms of the maximum value of E0 in the 1L. Figure 2h 
shows ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L, with each grey column indicating 
the same device but different junction resistance configurations, see 
also Supplementary Fig. 42 in the Supplementary Information. Once 
more we observe that the sensitivity of E0 with junction resistance and 
island length is comparable.

Theory and discussion
To develop a physical interpretation of our observations, we now pre-
sent numerical simulations based on a microscopic NW model that 
closely follows the formalism of ref. 10 (Methods and section 13.3 of 
Supplementary Information). We first compute the subgap spectrum 
of a closed/closed L = 700 nm-long island in a regime of high density 
and relatively small induced superconducting pairing on core states.  
Figure 3a shows that a finite magnetic flux quickly fills the supercon-
ducting gap of n ≠ 0 lobes with a dense quasicontinuum of longitudinally 
quantized energy levels. This is consistent with the kind of unmodulated 
1-e-periodic CB phenomenology of device A (Fig. 1b,c), which would 
then follow from the gapless metallic-like subgap quasicontinuum in 
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c, Top, line-trace of a taken at B = 115 mT where the Coulomb peaks are not 
evenly spaced, that is, S S" # ≠ " #e o  (in units of 10−3G0). Consecutive peak heights 
are denoted by Geo and Goe. Bottom, energy of the system obtained from the 
panel above. The peak spacing in the upper panel corresponds to having a 
lowest energy state |E0| ≈ 8 µeV, see Supplementary Information for details.  
d, dI/dV as a function of V and B with VR tuned in the weak-tunnelling regime and 
VL tuned in the open regime, therefore performing tunnelling spectroscopy 
from the right side. e, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 

device B, which has a top gate and L ≈ 400 nm. f, dI/dV as a function of V and Visl 
at B = 115 mT, for configuration B3, demonstrating the presence of a ZBP and 
excited states. g, ∣E0∣ versus B in the 1L for four different configurations of 
device C, which has a side gate and L ≈ 900 nm. h, ∣ ∣Emax{ }0  as a function of L. 
The grey columns include the different configurations of each device. It is clear 
that E0 depends at least as much on the junction transparencies as on the island 
length. It is important to notice that in previous works10,11, the reported value is 
A = 4 E0. For Majoranas, E0 should follow an exponential-decaying law with L. 
The error in e,g and h is given by the propagation of the spacing-between-peaks 
and level-arm errors, the details of the error analysis is given in Supplementary 
Information.



• Distinguishing Majorana bound states from other subgap states from non-topological 
origin (Andreev,Shiba) in current spectroscopy experiments is probably hopeless. 

• “Zero bias anomaly” endless controversy….

TAKE HOME MESSAGE 1

• So far, only “bad news” in the talk: 
Andreev/Shiba subgap levels can 
mimic Majoranas and it’s almost 
impossible to unambiguously discern 
them using transport spectroscopy.



Good News, while figuring out how to create and detect 
Majoranas we got two very important outputs: 

•  Amazing improvement in material growth of semi-super 
hybrids 

• Very good understanding of the physics of NS junctions, 
superconducting quantum dots, and their subgap physics in 
these hybrids 

We can use this progress to explore novel qubits using these  
hybrid platforms: NEXT
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Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain in 
coupled quantum dots

Tom Dvir1,2,4 ✉, Guanzhong Wang1,2,4, Nick van Loo1,2,4, Chun-Xiao Liu1,2, Grzegorz P. Mazur1,2, 
Alberto Bordin1,2, Sebastiaan L. D. ten Haaf1,2, Ji-Yin Wang1,2, David van Driel1,2, 
Francesco Zatelli1,2, Xiang Li1,2, Filip K. Malinowski1,2, Sasa Gazibegovic3, Ghada Badawy3, 
Erik P. A. M. Bakkers3, Michael Wimmer1,2 & Leo P. Kouwenhoven1,2 ✉

Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.
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less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.
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The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.

From Andreev to Majorana and back 3

Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of a Poor man’s Majorana (PMM) setup, composed by a narrow superconductor
that mediates the coupling between two QDs. The superconducor is grounded and can host subgap
states to tune the coupling between the QDs [4]. (b) Elastic cotunneling (ECT) process, where an
electron (red circle) is transferred between the left and right dots occupying a virtual excited state
in the superconductor. In the described case, the intermediate state is supported by a subgap state.
(c) Crossed Andreev reflection, where a Cooper pair splits (recombines) with one electron going
(coming) from each QD.

mechanisms, including spin-orbit coupling or different magnetization angles between
the QDs. Irrspectively from the mechanism, the minimal model for the PMM system
is given by [2]

� =
’

U=!,'

YU3
†
U3U +

⇣
C3†!3' + �3!3' + H.c.

⌘
, (1)

where 3U (3†U) creates (annihilates) an electron in dot U = !, ', YU is the dot’s energy
measured from the superconductor’s chemical potential, and C and � the ECT and
CAR amplitudes. In this equation, we have ignored the contributions from double
occupancy of the QDs, as we assume that the system is subject to a strong magnetic
field. This condition will be relaxed later.

In the single particle basis, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by

� =  †
©≠≠≠
´

Y! C 0 �
C Y' �� 0
0 �� �Y! �C
� 0 �C �Y'

™ÆÆÆ
¨
 , (2)

where we are using the Nambu spinor  = (3! , 3', 3†! , 3
†
') and C and � are chosen

real. The model has a sweet spot for C = � and Y! = Y' = 0, where the system has
two eigenstates with energy ⇢ = 0 and wavefucntions given by

k1 =
1p
2
(1, 0, 1, 0)) , k2 =

8p
2
(0, 1, 0,�1)) . (3)

In second quantization, the operators associated with these two states are given
by W1 = (3! + 3†!)/

p
2 and W2 = 8(3' � 3†')/

p
2, which are Hermitian operators

[(W1,2)† = W1,2] and describe Majorana states completely localized in the dots. The
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.

From Andreev to Majorana and back 3

Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of a Poor man’s Majorana (PMM) setup, composed by a narrow superconductor
that mediates the coupling between two QDs. The superconducor is grounded and can host subgap
states to tune the coupling between the QDs [4]. (b) Elastic cotunneling (ECT) process, where an
electron (red circle) is transferred between the left and right dots occupying a virtual excited state
in the superconductor. In the described case, the intermediate state is supported by a subgap state.
(c) Crossed Andreev reflection, where a Cooper pair splits (recombines) with one electron going
(coming) from each QD.

mechanisms, including spin-orbit coupling or different magnetization angles between
the QDs. Irrspectively from the mechanism, the minimal model for the PMM system
is given by [2]

� =
’

U=!,'

YU3
†
U3U +

⇣
C3†!3' + �3!3' + H.c.

⌘
, (1)

where 3U (3†U) creates (annihilates) an electron in dot U = !, ', YU is the dot’s energy
measured from the superconductor’s chemical potential, and C and � the ECT and
CAR amplitudes. In this equation, we have ignored the contributions from double
occupancy of the QDs, as we assume that the system is subject to a strong magnetic
field. This condition will be relaxed later.

In the single particle basis, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by

� =  †
©≠≠≠
´

Y! C 0 �
C Y' �� 0
0 �� �Y! �C
� 0 �C �Y'

™ÆÆÆ
¨
 , (2)

where we are using the Nambu spinor  = (3! , 3', 3†! , 3
†
') and C and � are chosen

real. The model has a sweet spot for C = � and Y! = Y' = 0, where the system has
two eigenstates with energy ⇢ = 0 and wavefucntions given by

k1 =
1p
2
(1, 0, 1, 0)) , k2 =

8p
2
(0, 1, 0,�1)) . (3)

In second quantization, the operators associated with these two states are given
by W1 = (3! + 3†!)/

p
2 and W2 = 8(3' � 3†')/

p
2, which are Hermitian operators

[(W1,2)† = W1,2] and describe Majorana states completely localized in the dots. The
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Measurements were conducted in a dilution refrigerator in the 
presence of a magnetic field B = 200 mT applied approximately 
along the nanowire axis. The combination of Zeeman splitting EZ 
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.

From Andreev to Majorana and back 3

Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of a Poor man’s Majorana (PMM) setup, composed by a narrow superconductor
that mediates the coupling between two QDs. The superconducor is grounded and can host subgap
states to tune the coupling between the QDs [4]. (b) Elastic cotunneling (ECT) process, where an
electron (red circle) is transferred between the left and right dots occupying a virtual excited state
in the superconductor. In the described case, the intermediate state is supported by a subgap state.
(c) Crossed Andreev reflection, where a Cooper pair splits (recombines) with one electron going
(coming) from each QD.

mechanisms, including spin-orbit coupling or different magnetization angles between
the QDs. Irrspectively from the mechanism, the minimal model for the PMM system
is given by [2]

� =
’
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†
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⌘
, (1)

where 3U (3†U) creates (annihilates) an electron in dot U = !, ', YU is the dot’s energy
measured from the superconductor’s chemical potential, and C and � the ECT and
CAR amplitudes. In this equation, we have ignored the contributions from double
occupancy of the QDs, as we assume that the system is subject to a strong magnetic
field. This condition will be relaxed later.

In the single particle basis, the Hamiltonian of the system is given by
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where we are using the Nambu spinor  = (3! , 3', 3†! , 3
†
') and C and � are chosen

real. The model has a sweet spot for C = � and Y! = Y' = 0, where the system has
two eigenstates with energy ⇢ = 0 and wavefucntions given by

k1 =
1p
2
(1, 0, 1, 0)) , k2 =

8p
2
(0, 1, 0,�1)) . (3)

In second quantization, the operators associated with these two states are given
by W1 = (3! + 3†!)/

p
2 and W2 = 8(3' � 3†')/

p
2, which are Hermitian operators

[(W1,2)† = W1,2] and describe Majorana states completely localized in the dots. The
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The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides. c. Energy diagram showing that coupling
the |01⟩ and |10⟩ states via ECT leads to a bonding state (|10⟩− |01⟩)/ √2 and anti-bonding state (|10⟩+ |01⟩)/ √2. d.
Same showing how CAR couples |00⟩ and |11⟩ to form the bonding state (|00⟩ − |11⟩)/ √2 and anti-bonding state(|00⟩ + |11⟩)/ √2 . e. Illustration of the N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials
indicate QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f. Charge stability diagram of the coupled-QD system,
in the cases of 𝑡 > Δ (i), 𝑡 = Δ (ii) and 𝑡 < Δ (iii). Blue marks regions in the (𝜇LD, 𝜇RD) plane where the ground
state is even and orange where the ground state is odd. g. False-colored scanning electron microscopy image
of the device, prior to the fabrication of the normal leads. InSb nanowire is colored green. QDs are defined by
bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials
are labeled by their voltages, 𝑉LD and 𝑉RD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized
nanowire underneath is gated by 𝑉PG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm.
h. Right-side zero-bias local conductance 𝐺RR in the (𝑉LD,𝑉RD) plane when the system is tuned to 𝑡 > Δ (1)
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Parity qubits and poor man’s Majorana bound states in double quantum dots
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We study a double quantum dot connected via a common superconducting lead and show that this system can
be tuned to host one Majorana bound state (MBS) on each dot. We call them “poor man’s Majorana bound states”
since they are not topologically protected, but otherwise share the properties of MBS formed in topological
superconductors. We describe the conditions for the existence of the two spatially separated MBS, which include
breaking of spin degeneracy in the two dots, with the spins polarized in different directions. Therefore, we propose
to use a magnetic field configuration where the field directions on the two dots form an angle. By control of this
angle the cross Andreev reflection and the tunnel amplitudes can be tuned to be approximately equal, which is
a requirement for the formation of the MBS. We show that the fermionic state encoded in the two Majoranas
constitutes a parity qubit, which is nonlocal and can only be measured by probing both dots simultaneously.
Using a many-particle basis for the MBS, we discuss the role of interactions and show that interactions between
electrons on different dots always shift the condition for degeneracy. We also show how the MBS can be probed
by transport measurements and discuss how the combination of several such double dot systems allows for
entanglement of parity qubits and measurement of their dephasing times.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that as a result of Andreev reflection
at the normal metal–superconductor interface, the pairing
interaction present in superconductors can be transferred to
normal metals and semiconductors by the so-called proximity
effect. Recently, this effect has been suggested as a way
to induce a p-wave pairing1–4 needed to create interesting
topological states associated with Majorana bound states
(MBS) in conventional semiconductors by a combination of
spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting induced by external
magnetic fields,5–8 or by spatially varying magnetic fields
without spin-orbit interaction.9–11 See Refs. 12–14 for recent
reviews on this rapidly developing field. MBS are interesting
because of the potential use as elements in a topological
quantum computing architecture.15 Even though topological
manipulations of MBS do not allow a universal set of gates, it
could have advantages for a restricted set of operations or for
storage of quantum information.

Another usage of induced pairing is the so-called Cooper
pair splitter, where Cooper pairs are split through cross
Andreev reflection, which gives a source of entangled electrons
because of the singlet nature of the Cooper pairs.16 This idea
was further theoretically developed to include a quantum dot
in each arm of the beam splitter,17,18 a geometry which was
later realized using carbon nanotubes19 and nanowires.20

The ideas of cross Andreev reflection and induced p-wave
superconductivity in a semiconductor system were combined
in a recent proposal by Sau and Das Sarma, see Ref. 21. A
series of quantum dots, spin split by a magnetic field, but with
noncollinear spin arrangements due to spin-orbit coupling,
make a direct mapping of the Kitaev model22 onto an engi-
neered quantum dot system. Since quantum dot technology is
well established, this proposal has clear advantages over others
relying on particular material properties.

Here we consider a very simple system, sketched in Fig. 1,
consisting of two quantum dots tunnel coupled to a common
s-wave superconductor. In addition, large noncollinear
magnetic fields are applied to the dots. This setup allows for

splitting of a Cooper pair into the dots (the split electrons are,
however, not entangled because of the dot spin polarizations).
This, in turn, creates the possibility to induce a p-wave pairing
potential between electrons residing in the dots. The angle
of the dot magnetic fields gives a handle on the ratio of the
normal tunneling and cross Andreev tunneling, allowing for a
simple tuning into the interesting regime with MBS localized
on the dots.

The MBS in our setup are not protected to the same degree
as topological states in p-wave superconductors. The system
is nonetheless useful for testing theoretical predictions of,
e.g., resonant Andreev reflection,23,24 nonlocal teleportation-
like phenomena,25 and measurements of the lifetime of the
nonlocal state carrying information about the parity of the two
Majorana states. Given the small Hilbert space of the system
we can explicitly study the influence of interactions by
expressing the Majorana states in a many-body language.
We also calculate the transport properties with the double
dot system tunnel coupled to a normal metallic probe, and
furthermore discuss experimental setups that would allow a
determination of the dephasing and lifetimes of qubits based
on the parity of the Majorana states.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we set up
the model and calculate the conditions for having a set of
MBS. We also investigate the sensitivities to fluctuations of
the various parameters, as well as the effects of inter-dot
electron-electron interaction. In Sec. III, we show the expected
tunneling characteristic, and finally Sec. IV is concerned with
entanglement and decoherence of the parity qubits.

II. DOUBLE DOT MODEL AND MAJORANA STATES

We consider a double quantum dot connected via a common
superconducting lead. The width of the superconductor is
smaller than the superconducting coherence length, which al-
lows cross Andreev reflection involving electrons on different
dots. Furthermore, electrons can tunnel via the superconductor
from one dot to the other, involving virtual occupation of
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.

Figure 2a–c shows the resulting charge-stability diagrams for the ↓↑ 
spin configuration at different values of VPG. The conductance matrix 
G(VL = 0, VR = 0) at VPG = 198 mV is shown in Fig. 2a. The local conduct-
ance on both sides, GLL and GRR, exhibit level repulsion indicative of 
t > ∆. We emphasize that ECT can become stronger than CAR even 
though the spins of the two QD transitions are antiparallel because of 
the electric gating mentioned above. The dominance of ECT over CAR 
can also be seen in the negative sign of the nonlocal conductance, GLR 
and GRL. During ECT, an electron enters the system through one dot 
and exits through the other, resulting in negative nonlocal conduct-
ance. CAR, by contrast, causes two electrons to enter or leave both 
dots simultaneously, producing positive nonlocal conductance27. 
The residual finite conductance in the centre of the charge-stability 
diagram can be attributed to level broadening resulting from finite 
temperature and dot-lead coupling (see Extended Data Fig. 10). In 
Fig. 2d, we show the conductance spectrum measured as a function 
of VR, with VLD and VRD tuned to µLD ≈ µRD ≈ 0 (black dots in Fig. 2c, ii 
and iv). A pair of conductance peaks or dips is visible on either side 
of zero energy.

Figure 2c shows G at VPG = 218 mV (the GRR component is also used 
for Fig. 1h, (2)). Here all the elements of G exhibit CAR-type avoided 
crossings. The spectrum shown in panel f, obtained at the joint charge 
degeneracy point (black dots in panel c, ii and iv), similarly has two 
conductance peaks surrounding zero energy. The measured nonlocal 

conductance is positive, as predicted for CAR. The existence of both 
t > ∆ and t < ∆ regimes, together with continuous gate tunability, allows 
us to approach the t ≈ ∆ sweet spot. This is shown in panel b, taken with 
VPG = 210 mV. Here GRR and GLL exhibit no avoided crossing, whereas 
GLR and GRL fluctuate around zero, confirming that CAR and ECT are in 
balance. Accordingly, the spectrum in panel e confirms that the even 
and odd ground states are degenerate and transport can occur at zero 
excitation energy by means of the appearance of a zero-bias conduct-
ance peak. The crossover from the t > ∆ regime to the t < ∆ regime can 
be seen across several QD resonances (Extended Data Fig. 9).

To show that gate-tuning of the t/∆ ratio is indeed continuous, we 
repeat charge-stability diagram measurements (Extended Data Fig. 3) 
and bias spectroscopy at more VPG values. As before, each bias sweep 
is conducted while keeping both QDs at charge degeneracy. Figure 2g 
shows the resulting composite plot of GRR (i) and GLR (ii) versus bias volt-
age and VPG. The X-shaped conductance feature indicates a continuous 
evolution of the excitation energy, with a linear zero-energy crossing 
agreeing with predictions in ref. 3. Following analysis described in Meth-
ods, we extract the peak spacing and average nonlocal conductance in 
Fig. 2h to visualize the continuous crossover from t > ∆ to t < ∆.

PMM sweet spot
Next we study the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the t = ∆ sweet 
spot. The predicted zero-temperature experimental signature of the 
PMM states is a pair of quantized zero-bias conductance peaks on both 
sides of the devices. These zero-bias peaks are persistent even when one 
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Fig. 3 | Conductance spectroscopy at the t = ∆ sweet spot for the ↑↑ spin 
configuration. a, IR versus VLD and VRD under VL = 0 and VR = 10 µV. The spectra 
in panel b are taken at values of VLD and VRD marked by corresponding symbols. 
The gate versus bias sweeps are taken along the dashed, dotted and dashed- 
dotted lines in panels c, d and e, respectively. Data are taken with fixed 
VPG = 215.1 mV. b, Spectra taken under the values of VLD and VRD marked in panel 
a. The dashed lines are theoretical curves calculated with t = ∆ = 12 µeV, 

ΓL = ΓR = 4 µeV, T = 45 mK and at QD energies converted from VLD and VRD using 
measured lever arms (see Methods for details). c,d, G as a function of the 
applied bias and VRD (c) or VLD (d), taken along the paths indicated by the dashed 
blue line and the dotted green line in panel a, respectively. e, G as a function of 
the applied bias and along the diagonal indicated by the dashed-dotted pink 
line in panel a. This diagonal represents 500 µV of change in VLD and 250 µV of 
change in VRD.
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Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain in 
coupled quantum dots
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Alberto Bordin1,2, Sebastiaan L. D. ten Haaf1,2, Ji-Yin Wang1,2, David van Driel1,2, 
Francesco Zatelli1,2, Xiang Li1,2, Filip K. Malinowski1,2, Sasa Gazibegovic3, Ghada Badawy3, 
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.

Figure 2a–c shows the resulting charge-stability diagrams for the ↓↑ 
spin configuration at different values of VPG. The conductance matrix 
G(VL = 0, VR = 0) at VPG = 198 mV is shown in Fig. 2a. The local conduct-
ance on both sides, GLL and GRR, exhibit level repulsion indicative of 
t > ∆. We emphasize that ECT can become stronger than CAR even 
though the spins of the two QD transitions are antiparallel because of 
the electric gating mentioned above. The dominance of ECT over CAR 
can also be seen in the negative sign of the nonlocal conductance, GLR 
and GRL. During ECT, an electron enters the system through one dot 
and exits through the other, resulting in negative nonlocal conduct-
ance. CAR, by contrast, causes two electrons to enter or leave both 
dots simultaneously, producing positive nonlocal conductance27. 
The residual finite conductance in the centre of the charge-stability 
diagram can be attributed to level broadening resulting from finite 
temperature and dot-lead coupling (see Extended Data Fig. 10). In 
Fig. 2d, we show the conductance spectrum measured as a function 
of VR, with VLD and VRD tuned to µLD ≈ µRD ≈ 0 (black dots in Fig. 2c, ii 
and iv). A pair of conductance peaks or dips is visible on either side 
of zero energy.

Figure 2c shows G at VPG = 218 mV (the GRR component is also used 
for Fig. 1h, (2)). Here all the elements of G exhibit CAR-type avoided 
crossings. The spectrum shown in panel f, obtained at the joint charge 
degeneracy point (black dots in panel c, ii and iv), similarly has two 
conductance peaks surrounding zero energy. The measured nonlocal 

conductance is positive, as predicted for CAR. The existence of both 
t > ∆ and t < ∆ regimes, together with continuous gate tunability, allows 
us to approach the t ≈ ∆ sweet spot. This is shown in panel b, taken with 
VPG = 210 mV. Here GRR and GLL exhibit no avoided crossing, whereas 
GLR and GRL fluctuate around zero, confirming that CAR and ECT are in 
balance. Accordingly, the spectrum in panel e confirms that the even 
and odd ground states are degenerate and transport can occur at zero 
excitation energy by means of the appearance of a zero-bias conduct-
ance peak. The crossover from the t > ∆ regime to the t < ∆ regime can 
be seen across several QD resonances (Extended Data Fig. 9).

To show that gate-tuning of the t/∆ ratio is indeed continuous, we 
repeat charge-stability diagram measurements (Extended Data Fig. 3) 
and bias spectroscopy at more VPG values. As before, each bias sweep 
is conducted while keeping both QDs at charge degeneracy. Figure 2g 
shows the resulting composite plot of GRR (i) and GLR (ii) versus bias volt-
age and VPG. The X-shaped conductance feature indicates a continuous 
evolution of the excitation energy, with a linear zero-energy crossing 
agreeing with predictions in ref. 3. Following analysis described in Meth-
ods, we extract the peak spacing and average nonlocal conductance in 
Fig. 2h to visualize the continuous crossover from t > ∆ to t < ∆.

PMM sweet spot
Next we study the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the t = ∆ sweet 
spot. The predicted zero-temperature experimental signature of the 
PMM states is a pair of quantized zero-bias conductance peaks on both 
sides of the devices. These zero-bias peaks are persistent even when one 
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Fig. 3 | Conductance spectroscopy at the t = ∆ sweet spot for the ↑↑ spin 
configuration. a, IR versus VLD and VRD under VL = 0 and VR = 10 µV. The spectra 
in panel b are taken at values of VLD and VRD marked by corresponding symbols. 
The gate versus bias sweeps are taken along the dashed, dotted and dashed- 
dotted lines in panels c, d and e, respectively. Data are taken with fixed 
VPG = 215.1 mV. b, Spectra taken under the values of VLD and VRD marked in panel 
a. The dashed lines are theoretical curves calculated with t = ∆ = 12 µeV, 

ΓL = ΓR = 4 µeV, T = 45 mK and at QD energies converted from VLD and VRD using 
measured lever arms (see Methods for details). c,d, G as a function of the 
applied bias and VRD (c) or VLD (d), taken along the paths indicated by the dashed 
blue line and the dotted green line in panel a, respectively. e, G as a function of 
the applied bias and along the diagonal indicated by the dashed-dotted pink 
line in panel a. This diagonal represents 500 µV of change in VLD and 250 µV of 
change in VRD.
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Measurements were conducted in a dilution refrigerator in the 
presence of a magnetic field B = 200 mT applied approximately 
along the nanowire axis. The combination of Zeeman splitting EZ 
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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Parity qubits and poor man’s Majorana bound states in double quantum dots
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We study a double quantum dot connected via a common superconducting lead and show that this system can
be tuned to host one Majorana bound state (MBS) on each dot. We call them “poor man’s Majorana bound states”
since they are not topologically protected, but otherwise share the properties of MBS formed in topological
superconductors. We describe the conditions for the existence of the two spatially separated MBS, which include
breaking of spin degeneracy in the two dots, with the spins polarized in different directions. Therefore, we propose
to use a magnetic field configuration where the field directions on the two dots form an angle. By control of this
angle the cross Andreev reflection and the tunnel amplitudes can be tuned to be approximately equal, which is
a requirement for the formation of the MBS. We show that the fermionic state encoded in the two Majoranas
constitutes a parity qubit, which is nonlocal and can only be measured by probing both dots simultaneously.
Using a many-particle basis for the MBS, we discuss the role of interactions and show that interactions between
electrons on different dots always shift the condition for degeneracy. We also show how the MBS can be probed
by transport measurements and discuss how the combination of several such double dot systems allows for
entanglement of parity qubits and measurement of their dephasing times.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.86.134528 PACS number(s): 74.45.+c, 85.35.Gv, 74.20.Mn

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that as a result of Andreev reflection
at the normal metal–superconductor interface, the pairing
interaction present in superconductors can be transferred to
normal metals and semiconductors by the so-called proximity
effect. Recently, this effect has been suggested as a way
to induce a p-wave pairing1–4 needed to create interesting
topological states associated with Majorana bound states
(MBS) in conventional semiconductors by a combination of
spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting induced by external
magnetic fields,5–8 or by spatially varying magnetic fields
without spin-orbit interaction.9–11 See Refs. 12–14 for recent
reviews on this rapidly developing field. MBS are interesting
because of the potential use as elements in a topological
quantum computing architecture.15 Even though topological
manipulations of MBS do not allow a universal set of gates, it
could have advantages for a restricted set of operations or for
storage of quantum information.

Another usage of induced pairing is the so-called Cooper
pair splitter, where Cooper pairs are split through cross
Andreev reflection, which gives a source of entangled electrons
because of the singlet nature of the Cooper pairs.16 This idea
was further theoretically developed to include a quantum dot
in each arm of the beam splitter,17,18 a geometry which was
later realized using carbon nanotubes19 and nanowires.20

The ideas of cross Andreev reflection and induced p-wave
superconductivity in a semiconductor system were combined
in a recent proposal by Sau and Das Sarma, see Ref. 21. A
series of quantum dots, spin split by a magnetic field, but with
noncollinear spin arrangements due to spin-orbit coupling,
make a direct mapping of the Kitaev model22 onto an engi-
neered quantum dot system. Since quantum dot technology is
well established, this proposal has clear advantages over others
relying on particular material properties.

Here we consider a very simple system, sketched in Fig. 1,
consisting of two quantum dots tunnel coupled to a common
s-wave superconductor. In addition, large noncollinear
magnetic fields are applied to the dots. This setup allows for

splitting of a Cooper pair into the dots (the split electrons are,
however, not entangled because of the dot spin polarizations).
This, in turn, creates the possibility to induce a p-wave pairing
potential between electrons residing in the dots. The angle
of the dot magnetic fields gives a handle on the ratio of the
normal tunneling and cross Andreev tunneling, allowing for a
simple tuning into the interesting regime with MBS localized
on the dots.

The MBS in our setup are not protected to the same degree
as topological states in p-wave superconductors. The system
is nonetheless useful for testing theoretical predictions of,
e.g., resonant Andreev reflection,23,24 nonlocal teleportation-
like phenomena,25 and measurements of the lifetime of the
nonlocal state carrying information about the parity of the two
Majorana states. Given the small Hilbert space of the system
we can explicitly study the influence of interactions by
expressing the Majorana states in a many-body language.
We also calculate the transport properties with the double
dot system tunnel coupled to a normal metallic probe, and
furthermore discuss experimental setups that would allow a
determination of the dephasing and lifetimes of qubits based
on the parity of the Majorana states.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we set up
the model and calculate the conditions for having a set of
MBS. We also investigate the sensitivities to fluctuations of
the various parameters, as well as the effects of inter-dot
electron-electron interaction. In Sec. III, we show the expected
tunneling characteristic, and finally Sec. IV is concerned with
entanglement and decoherence of the parity qubits.

II. DOUBLE DOT MODEL AND MAJORANA STATES

We consider a double quantum dot connected via a common
superconducting lead. The width of the superconductor is
smaller than the superconducting coherence length, which al-
lows cross Andreev reflection involving electrons on different
dots. Furthermore, electrons can tunnel via the superconductor
from one dot to the other, involving virtual occupation of
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.

Figure 2a–c shows the resulting charge-stability diagrams for the ↓↑ 
spin configuration at different values of VPG. The conductance matrix 
G(VL = 0, VR = 0) at VPG = 198 mV is shown in Fig. 2a. The local conduct-
ance on both sides, GLL and GRR, exhibit level repulsion indicative of 
t > ∆. We emphasize that ECT can become stronger than CAR even 
though the spins of the two QD transitions are antiparallel because of 
the electric gating mentioned above. The dominance of ECT over CAR 
can also be seen in the negative sign of the nonlocal conductance, GLR 
and GRL. During ECT, an electron enters the system through one dot 
and exits through the other, resulting in negative nonlocal conduct-
ance. CAR, by contrast, causes two electrons to enter or leave both 
dots simultaneously, producing positive nonlocal conductance27. 
The residual finite conductance in the centre of the charge-stability 
diagram can be attributed to level broadening resulting from finite 
temperature and dot-lead coupling (see Extended Data Fig. 10). In 
Fig. 2d, we show the conductance spectrum measured as a function 
of VR, with VLD and VRD tuned to µLD ≈ µRD ≈ 0 (black dots in Fig. 2c, ii 
and iv). A pair of conductance peaks or dips is visible on either side 
of zero energy.

Figure 2c shows G at VPG = 218 mV (the GRR component is also used 
for Fig. 1h, (2)). Here all the elements of G exhibit CAR-type avoided 
crossings. The spectrum shown in panel f, obtained at the joint charge 
degeneracy point (black dots in panel c, ii and iv), similarly has two 
conductance peaks surrounding zero energy. The measured nonlocal 

conductance is positive, as predicted for CAR. The existence of both 
t > ∆ and t < ∆ regimes, together with continuous gate tunability, allows 
us to approach the t ≈ ∆ sweet spot. This is shown in panel b, taken with 
VPG = 210 mV. Here GRR and GLL exhibit no avoided crossing, whereas 
GLR and GRL fluctuate around zero, confirming that CAR and ECT are in 
balance. Accordingly, the spectrum in panel e confirms that the even 
and odd ground states are degenerate and transport can occur at zero 
excitation energy by means of the appearance of a zero-bias conduct-
ance peak. The crossover from the t > ∆ regime to the t < ∆ regime can 
be seen across several QD resonances (Extended Data Fig. 9).

To show that gate-tuning of the t/∆ ratio is indeed continuous, we 
repeat charge-stability diagram measurements (Extended Data Fig. 3) 
and bias spectroscopy at more VPG values. As before, each bias sweep 
is conducted while keeping both QDs at charge degeneracy. Figure 2g 
shows the resulting composite plot of GRR (i) and GLR (ii) versus bias volt-
age and VPG. The X-shaped conductance feature indicates a continuous 
evolution of the excitation energy, with a linear zero-energy crossing 
agreeing with predictions in ref. 3. Following analysis described in Meth-
ods, we extract the peak spacing and average nonlocal conductance in 
Fig. 2h to visualize the continuous crossover from t > ∆ to t < ∆.

PMM sweet spot
Next we study the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the t = ∆ sweet 
spot. The predicted zero-temperature experimental signature of the 
PMM states is a pair of quantized zero-bias conductance peaks on both 
sides of the devices. These zero-bias peaks are persistent even when one 
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Fig. 3 | Conductance spectroscopy at the t = ∆ sweet spot for the ↑↑ spin 
configuration. a, IR versus VLD and VRD under VL = 0 and VR = 10 µV. The spectra 
in panel b are taken at values of VLD and VRD marked by corresponding symbols. 
The gate versus bias sweeps are taken along the dashed, dotted and dashed- 
dotted lines in panels c, d and e, respectively. Data are taken with fixed 
VPG = 215.1 mV. b, Spectra taken under the values of VLD and VRD marked in panel 
a. The dashed lines are theoretical curves calculated with t = ∆ = 12 µeV, 

ΓL = ΓR = 4 µeV, T = 45 mK and at QD energies converted from VLD and VRD using 
measured lever arms (see Methods for details). c,d, G as a function of the 
applied bias and VRD (c) or VLD (d), taken along the paths indicated by the dashed 
blue line and the dotted green line in panel a, respectively. e, G as a function of 
the applied bias and along the diagonal indicated by the dashed-dotted pink 
line in panel a. This diagonal represents 500 µV of change in VLD and 250 µV of 
change in VRD.
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.
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Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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�A
2

<latexit sha1_base64="smWkkmRlAqc/IdFvbKRl2gAOwtw=">AAAB63icbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXJEZ4m1JcOMSE7lEGMmZUqChnZm0HRMy4Sl0ZdSdb+ML+DYWnIWC/+rr+f8m5z9BLLg2rvvl5FZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTR4mirEEjEal2gJoJHrKG4UawdqwYykCwVjC+nvmtR6Y0j8I7M4mZL3EY8gGnaOzovjtEKbFXeaj1iiW37M5FlsHLoASZ6r3iZ7cf0USy0FCBWnc8NzZ+ispwKti00E00i5GOccg6FkOUTPvpfOMpORlEipgRI/P372yKUuuJDGxGohnpRW82/M/rJGZw5ac8jBPDQmoj1hskgpiIzIqTPleMGjGxgFRxuyWhI1RIjT1Pwdb3FssuQ7NS9i7K57dnpWotO0QejuAYTsGDS6jCDdShARRCeIY3eHek8+S8OK8/0ZyT/TmEP3I+vgHZ5o4N</latexit>

�B
2

<latexit sha1_base64="Q31kj7etC3a9cu5R/glfzfp2TTw=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xD3XpZiIxcUVa49+S6MYlJhZIoCHT4RYmzLTNzNSENLyCroy684F8Ad/GAbtQ8Ky+uedMcs8NU8G1cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w9aOskUQ58lIlGdkGoUPEbfcCOwkyqkMhTYDse3M7/9iErzJH4wkxQDSYcxjzijxo78nsz6Xr9ac+vuXGQZvAJqUKjZr372BgnLJMaGCap113NTE+RUGc4ETiu9TGNK2ZgOsWsxphJ1kM+XnZKTKFHEjJDM37+zOZVaT2RoM5KakV70ZsP/vG5mousg53GaGYyZjVgvygQxCZl1JgOukBkxsUCZ4nZLwkZUUWbsZSq2vrdYdhlaZ3Xvsn5xf15r3BSHKMMRHMMpeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMG7M3KenBfn9Sdacoo/h/BHzsc3dH6MGQ==</latexit>µ1
<latexit sha1_base64="kyXGIe6OO36KFjLOSbNrRibGGQA=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv/UX8Q126mUhMXJGW+LckunGJiQUSaMh0uKUTZtpmZmpCCK+gK6PufCBfwLdxwC4UPKtv7jmT3HPDTHBtXPfLWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctneaKoc9SkapOSDUKnqBvuBHYyRRSGQpsh6Pbmd9+RKV5mjyYcYaBpMOER5xRY0d+T+b9er9SdWvuXGQZvAKqUKjZr3z2BinLJSaGCap113MzE0yoMpwJnJZ7ucaMshEdYtdiQiXqYDJfdkpOo1QREyOZv39nJ1RqPZahzUhqYr3ozYb/ed3cRNfBhCdZbjBhNmK9KBfEpGTWmQy4QmbE2AJlitstCYuposzYy5RtfW+x7DK06jXvsnZxf15t3BSHKMExnMAZeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMG7EztPzovz+hNdcYo/R/BHzsc3dfyMGg==</latexit>µ2

QD2

<latexit sha1_base64="v1R4rzBBtZvP9aH1Cq2KyTyPXKw=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8EguDHMiK9lUBcuI5gHJEPo6dQkTXoedNcIYchH6ErUnb/jD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXXLT6TQ5DhfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+41dZwqjg0ey1i1faZRiggbJEhiO1HIQl9iyx/dTP3WIyot4uiBxgl6IRtEIhCckRm16aR7i5JYr1xxqs5M9iK4OVQgV71X/uz2Y56GGBGXTOuO6yTkZUyR4BInpW6qMWF8xAbYMRixELWXzfad2EdBrGwaoj17/85mLNR6HPomEzIa6nlvOvzP66QUXHmZiJKUMOImYrwglTbF9rS23RcKOcmxAcaVMFvafMgU42SOUzL13fmyi9A8rboX1fP7s0rtOj9EEQ7gEI7BhUuowR3UoQEcJDzDG7xbI+vJerFef6IFK/+zD39kfXwDjDONUA==</latexit>

t�� <latexit sha1_base64="CIlKhO/yWUI2AQwcnyIh44/ljSI=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8EgCEKYEV/LoC5cRjAPSIbQ06lJmvQ86K4RwpCP0JWoO3/HH/Bv7MRZaOJdna57G+qWn0ihyXG+rMLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6jhVHBs8lrFq+0yjFBE2SJDEdqKQhb7Elj+6mfqtR1RaxNEDjRP0QjaIRCA4IzNq00n3FiWxXrniVJ2Z7EVwc6hArnqv/NntxzwNMSIumdYd10nIy5giwSVOSt1UY8L4iA2wYzBiIWovm+07sY+CWNk0RHv2/p3NWKj1OPRNJmQ01PPedPif10kpuPIyESUpYcRNxHhBKm2K7Wltuy8UcpJjA4wrYba0+ZApxskcp2Tqu/NlF6F5WnUvquf3Z5XadX6IIhzAIRyDC5dQgzuoQwM4SHiGN3i3RtaT9WK9/kQLVv5nH/7I+vgGiSuNTg==</latexit>

t+
�

Single particle basis

<latexit sha1_base64="og4uBnNccqZ/7fZcNaTM56DXJ+E=">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</latexit>

HK = µ1c
†
1c1 + µ2c

†
2c2 + (tc

†
1c2 +�c1c2 +H.c.)

<latexit sha1_base64="cGrukhztHGs9dgjC2KL8bE6dtNQ=">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</latexit>

hK =

0

BB@

µ1 t 0 �
t µ2 �� 0
0 �� �µ1 �t
� 0 �t �µ2

1

CCA

<latexit sha1_base64="71iLzbHw4uLSd3hjlROgRWdFPwQ=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwVZLiayMU3RS6qWAf0MQymd6kQycPZiZCCdnrz+hK1J0f4A/4N05rFtp6Vufecy7cc9yYM6lM88soLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO+XdvY6MEkGhTSMeiZ5LJHAWQlsxxaEXCyCBy6Hrjq+nevcehGRReKsmMTgB8UPmMUqUXg3KlcageWl7gtDUytJaZrcku7OHxPdB4NGgOZ21y6yaM+BFYuWkgnK0BuVPexjRJIBQUU6k7FtmrJyUCMUoh6xkJxJiQsfEh76mIQlAOuksTIaPvEhgNQI8m397UxJIOQlc7QmIGsl5bbr8T+snyrtwUhbGiYKQaovWvIRjFeFpJ3jIBFDFJ5oQKpj+EtMR0Z0o3VxJx7fmwy6STq1qnVVPb04q9au8iCI6QIfoGFnoHNVRA7VQG1H0iJ7RG3o3Hown48V4/bEWjPxmH/2B8fENnzOYiA==</latexit>

HK =
1

2
 †

hK 

Zero energy solutions

<latexit sha1_base64="bQU8cj9PMM6BXa84wDMu3TATDH4=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3waJUkJIUXxuh6MZlBfuAJobJ9KYdOnkwMxFK6Bfoz+hK1J1bf8C/cVIjaOuBgXPvORfmHC9mVEjT/NQKc/MLi0vF5dLK6tr6hr651RJRwgk0ScQi3vGwAEZDaEoqGXRiDjjwGLS94WWmt++ACxqFN3IUgxPgfkh9SrBUK1fftxuCnleIax0St6aedWv3cL8PPJt/+IGrl82qOYExS6yclFGOhqt/2L2IJAGEkjAsRNcyY+mkmEtKGIxLdiIgxmSI+9BVNMQBCCed5Bkbe37EDTkAYzL/9qY4EGIUeMoTYDkQ01q2/E/rJtI/c1IaxomEkCiL0vyEGTIyslqMHuVAJBspggmn6pcGGWCOiVTllVR8azrsLGnVqtZJ9fj6qFy/yIsooh20iyrIQqeojq5QAzURQQ/oCb2iN+1ee9SetZdva0HLb7bRH2jvX9JAmHY=</latexit>

 = (c1, c2, c
†
1, c

†
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="5MfZg5o0gyq99fsDPMXV+XDUwuE=">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</latexit>

 1 =
1p
2
(1, 0, 1, 0) ! �A1 =

1p
2
(c1 + c†1)

<latexit sha1_base64="tdhBxSiIEIS+USlI+uAKVDYAcMM=">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</latexit>

 2 =
ip
2
(0, 1, 0,�1) ! �B2 =

ip
2
(c2 � c†2)



TWO-SITE KITAEV CHAIN USING A DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT SYSTEM

QD1

<latexit sha1_base64="fmP9NkZU1o50vRs5LUxRS4y5LvE=">AAAB63icbZDLTsMwEEUn5VXKq8CSjUWFxKpKEK9lgQ3LItGHaEM1cZ3Wqp1EtoNURf0KWCFgx9/wA/wNbskCCnd1PPdamjtBIrg2rvvpFBYWl5ZXiqultfWNza3y9k5Tx6mirEFjEat2gJoJHrGG4UawdqIYykCwVjC6mvqtB6Y0j6NbM06YL3EQ8ZBTNHZ01x2glNjz7i965YpbdWcif8HLoQK56r3yR7cf01SyyFCBWnc8NzF+hspwKtik1E01S5COcMA6FiOUTPvZbOMJOQhjRcyQkdn7ZzZDqfVYBjYj0Qz1vDcd/ud1UhOe+xmPktSwiNqI9cJUEBOTaXHS54pRI8YWkCputyR0iAqpsecp2frefNm/0DyqeqfVk5vjSu0yP0QR9mAfDsGDM6jBNdShARQieIJXeHOk8+g8Oy/f0YKT/9mFX3LevwDW6I4L</latexit>

�A
1

<latexit sha1_base64="/diFQdIfuSVtmu5Fy0y1XOuJ7RM=">AAAB63icbZDLTsMwEEUnPEt5FViysaiQWFUJ4rWsyoZlkehDtKGauE5r1U4i20Gqon4FrBCw42/4Af4Gt2QBLXd1PPdamjtBIrg2rvvlLC2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7ulvf2mjlNFWYPGIlbtADUTPGINw41g7UQxlIFgrWB0PfVbj0xpHkd3ZpwwX+Ig4iGnaOzovjtAKbHnPdR6pbJbcWcii+DlUIZc9V7ps9uPaSpZZKhArTuemxg/Q2U4FWxS7KaaJUhHOGAdixFKpv1stvGEHIexImbIyOz9O5uh1HosA5uRaIZ63psO//M6qQmv/IxHSWpYRG3EemEqiInJtDjpc8WoEWMLSBW3WxI6RIXU2PMUbX1vvuwiNE8r3kXl/PasXK3lhyjAIRzBCXhwCVW4gTo0gEIEz/AG7450npwX5/UnuuTkfw7gj5yPb9hmjgw=</latexit>

�B
1

<latexit sha1_base64="SWj+wDhEycwz/8D3pW1TD8UR5DU=">AAAB63icbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXJEZ4m2JunGJiVwijORM6UBDOzNpOyZkwlPoyqg738YX8G0syELBf/X1/H+T858gEVwb1/1yckvLK6tr+fXCxubW9k5xd6+h41RRVqexiFUrQM0Ej1jdcCNYK1EMZSBYMxheT/zmI1Oax9GdGSXMl9iPeMgpGju67/RRSuxWHi67xZJbdqcii+DNoAQz1brFz04vpqlkkaECtW57bmL8DJXhVLBxoZNqliAdYp+1LUYomfaz6cZjchTGipgBI9P372yGUuuRDGxGohnoeW8y/M9rpya88DMeJalhEbUR64WpICYmk+KkxxWjRowsIFXcbknoABVSY89TsPW9+bKL0KiUvbPy6e1JqXo1O0QeDuAQjsGDc6jCDdSgDhQieIY3eHek8+S8OK8/0Zwz+7MPf+R8fAPYaI4M</latexit>

�A
2

<latexit sha1_base64="smWkkmRlAqc/IdFvbKRl2gAOwtw=">AAAB63icbZDLTgIxFIbP4A3xhrp000hMXJEZ4m1JcOMSE7lEGMmZUqChnZm0HRMy4Sl0ZdSdb+ML+DYWnIWC/+rr+f8m5z9BLLg2rvvl5FZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTR4mirEEjEal2gJoJHrKG4UawdqwYykCwVjC+nvmtR6Y0j8I7M4mZL3EY8gGnaOzovjtEKbFXeaj1iiW37M5FlsHLoASZ6r3iZ7cf0USy0FCBWnc8NzZ+ispwKti00E00i5GOccg6FkOUTPvpfOMpORlEipgRI/P372yKUuuJDGxGohnpRW82/M/rJGZw5ac8jBPDQmoj1hskgpiIzIqTPleMGjGxgFRxuyWhI1RIjT1Pwdb3FssuQ7NS9i7K57dnpWotO0QejuAYTsGDS6jCDdShARRCeIY3eHek8+S8OK8/0ZyT/TmEP3I+vgHZ5o4N</latexit>

�B
2

<latexit sha1_base64="Q31kj7etC3a9cu5R/glfzfp2TTw=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv8Q/xD3XpZiIxcUVa49+S6MYlJhZIoCHT4RYmzLTNzNSENLyCroy684F8Ad/GAbtQ8Ky+uedMcs8NU8G1cd0vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w9aOskUQ58lIlGdkGoUPEbfcCOwkyqkMhTYDse3M7/9iErzJH4wkxQDSYcxjzijxo78nsz6Xr9ac+vuXGQZvAJqUKjZr372BgnLJMaGCap113NTE+RUGc4ETiu9TGNK2ZgOsWsxphJ1kM+XnZKTKFHEjJDM37+zOZVaT2RoM5KakV70ZsP/vG5mousg53GaGYyZjVgvygQxCZl1JgOukBkxsUCZ4nZLwkZUUWbsZSq2vrdYdhlaZ3Xvsn5xf15r3BSHKMMRHMMpeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMG7M3KenBfn9Sdacoo/h/BHzsc3dH6MGQ==</latexit>µ1
<latexit sha1_base64="kyXGIe6OO36KFjLOSbNrRibGGQA=">AAAB5nicbZDNTsJAFIVv/UX8Q126mUhMXJGW+LckunGJiQUSaMh0uKUTZtpmZmpCCK+gK6PufCBfwLdxwC4UPKtv7jmT3HPDTHBtXPfLWVldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4ctneaKoc9SkapOSDUKnqBvuBHYyRRSGQpsh6Pbmd9+RKV5mjyYcYaBpMOER5xRY0d+T+b9er9SdWvuXGQZvAKqUKjZr3z2BinLJSaGCap113MzE0yoMpwJnJZ7ucaMshEdYtdiQiXqYDJfdkpOo1QREyOZv39nJ1RqPZahzUhqYr3ozYb/ed3cRNfBhCdZbjBhNmK9KBfEpGTWmQy4QmbE2AJlitstCYuposzYy5RtfW+x7DK06jXvsnZxf15t3BSHKMExnMAZeHAFDbiDJvjAgMMzvMG7EztPzovz+hNdcYo/R/BHzsc3dfyMGg==</latexit>µ2

QD2

<latexit sha1_base64="v1R4rzBBtZvP9aH1Cq2KyTyPXKw=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8EguDHMiK9lUBcuI5gHJEPo6dQkTXoedNcIYchH6ErUnb/jD/g3duIsNPGuTte9DXXLT6TQ5DhfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+41dZwqjg0ey1i1faZRiggbJEhiO1HIQl9iyx/dTP3WIyot4uiBxgl6IRtEIhCckRm16aR7i5JYr1xxqs5M9iK4OVQgV71X/uz2Y56GGBGXTOuO6yTkZUyR4BInpW6qMWF8xAbYMRixELWXzfad2EdBrGwaoj17/85mLNR6HPomEzIa6nlvOvzP66QUXHmZiJKUMOImYrwglTbF9rS23RcKOcmxAcaVMFvafMgU42SOUzL13fmyi9A8rboX1fP7s0rtOj9EEQ7gEI7BhUuowR3UoQEcJDzDG7xbI+vJerFef6IFK/+zD39kfXwDjDONUA==</latexit>

t�� <latexit sha1_base64="CIlKhO/yWUI2AQwcnyIh44/ljSI=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgNBEEVr4ivGV9Slm8EgCEKYEV/LoC5cRjAPSIbQ06lJmvQ86K4RwpCP0JWoO3/HH/Bv7MRZaOJdna57G+qWn0ihyXG+rMLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t1r6jhVHBs8lrFq+0yjFBE2SJDEdqKQhb7Elj+6mfqtR1RaxNEDjRP0QjaIRCA4IzNq00n3FiWxXrniVJ2Z7EVwc6hArnqv/NntxzwNMSIumdYd10nIy5giwSVOSt1UY8L4iA2wYzBiIWovm+07sY+CWNk0RHv2/p3NWKj1OPRNJmQ01PPedPif10kpuPIyESUpYcRNxHhBKm2K7Wltuy8UcpJjA4wrYba0+ZApxskcp2Tqu/NlF6F5WnUvquf3Z5XadX6IIhzAIRyDC5dQgzuoQwM4SHiGN3i3RtaT9WK9/kQLVv5nH/7I+vgGiSuNTg==</latexit>

t+
�

Many body basis

<latexit sha1_base64="og4uBnNccqZ/7fZcNaTM56DXJ+E=">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</latexit>
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Measurements were conducted in a dilution refrigerator in the 
presence of a magnetic field B = 200 mT applied approximately 
along the nanowire axis. The combination of Zeeman splitting EZ 
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Measurements were conducted in a dilution refrigerator in the 
presence of a magnetic field B = 200 mT applied approximately 
along the nanowire axis. The combination of Zeeman splitting EZ 
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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of the form u|00! − v|11!, preserving the even parity of the original 
states. These states differ in energy by 2∆ when µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1d). 
If the amplitude of ECT is stronger than CAR (t > ∆), the odd bonding  
state has lower energy than the even bonding state near the joint charge 
degeneracy µLD = µRD = 0 (see Methods for details). The system thus fea-
tures an odd ground state in a wider range of QD potentials, leading to 
a charge-stability diagram shown in Fig. 1f, i (ref. 22). The opposite case 
of CAR dominating over ECT, that is, t < ∆, leads to a charge-stability 
diagram shown in Fig. 1f, ii, in which the even ground state is more 
prominent. Fine-tuning the system such that t = ∆ equalizes the two 
avoided crossings, inducing an even–odd degenerate ground state 
at µLD = µRD = 0 (Fig. 1f, iii). This degeneracy gives rise to two spatially 
separated PMM states, each localized at one QD3.

Figure 1e illustrates our coupled QD system and the electronic meas-
urement circuit. An InSb nanowire is contacted on two sides by two Cr/Au  
normal leads (N). A 200-nm-wide superconducting lead (S) made of 
a thin Al/Pt film covering the nanowire is grounded and proximitizes 
the central semiconducting segment. The chemical potential of the 
proximitized semiconductor can be tuned by the gate voltage the VPG. 

This hybrid segment shows a hard superconducting gap accompanied 
by discrete, gate-tunable Andreev bound states (Extended Data Fig. 1). 
Two QDs are defined by finger gates underneath the nanowire. Their 
chemical potentials µLD and µRD are linearly tuned by voltages on the 
corresponding gates VLD and VRD. Bias voltages on the two N leads, VL and 
VR, are applied independently and currents through them, IL and IR, are 
measured separately. Transport characterization shows charging ener-
gies of 1.8 meV on the left QD and 2.3 meV on the right QD (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Standard DC+AC lock-in technique allows measurement 
of the full conductance matrix:
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Fig. 1 | Coupling QDs through ECT and CAR. a, Illustration of the basic 
ingredients of a Kitaev chain: two QDs simultaneously coupled by means of  
ECT with amplitude t and by means of CAR with amplitude ∆ through the 
superconductor in between. b, Energy diagram of a minimal Kitaev chain. Two 
QDs with gate-controlled chemical potentials are coupled through both ECT and 
CAR. The two ohmic leads enable transport measurements from both sides.  
c, Energy diagram showing that coupling the |01! and |10! states through ECT 
leads to a bonding state ∣ ∣( 10! − 01!)/ 2  and antibonding state ( 10! + 01!)/ 2∣ ∣ . 
d, Same as c showing how CAR couples |00! and |11! to form the bonding state 
( 00! − 11!)/ 2∣ ∣  and antibonding state ( 00! + 11!)/ 2∣ ∣ . e, Illustration of the 
N-QD-S-QD-N device and the measurement circuit. Dashed potentials indicate 
QDs defined in the nanowire by finger gates. f, Charge-stability diagram of the 

coupled-QD system, in the cases of t > ∆ (i), t = ∆ (ii) and t < ∆ (iii). Blue marks 
regions in the (µLD, µRD) plane where the ground state is even and orange where the 
ground state is odd. g, False-coloured scanning electron microscopy image of the 
device, before the fabrication of the N leads. InSb nanowire is coloured green. QDs 
are defined by bottom finger gates (in red) and their locations are circled. The 
gates controlling the two QD chemical potentials are labelled by their voltages, 
VLD and VRD. The central thin Al/Pt film, in blue, is grounded. The proximitized 
nanowire underneath is gated by VPG. Two Cr/Au contacts are marked by yellow 
boxes. The scale bar is 300 nm. h, Right-side zero-bias local conductance GRR in 
the (VLD, VRD) plane when the system is tuned to t > ∆ (1) and t < ∆ (2). The arrows 
mark the spin polarization of the QD levels. The DC bias voltages are kept at 
zero, VL = VR = 0 and an AC excitation of 6 µV RMS is applied on the right side.
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.

Figure 2a–c shows the resulting charge-stability diagrams for the ↓↑ 
spin configuration at different values of VPG. The conductance matrix 
G(VL = 0, VR = 0) at VPG = 198 mV is shown in Fig. 2a. The local conduct-
ance on both sides, GLL and GRR, exhibit level repulsion indicative of 
t > ∆. We emphasize that ECT can become stronger than CAR even 
though the spins of the two QD transitions are antiparallel because of 
the electric gating mentioned above. The dominance of ECT over CAR 
can also be seen in the negative sign of the nonlocal conductance, GLR 
and GRL. During ECT, an electron enters the system through one dot 
and exits through the other, resulting in negative nonlocal conduct-
ance. CAR, by contrast, causes two electrons to enter or leave both 
dots simultaneously, producing positive nonlocal conductance27. 
The residual finite conductance in the centre of the charge-stability 
diagram can be attributed to level broadening resulting from finite 
temperature and dot-lead coupling (see Extended Data Fig. 10). In 
Fig. 2d, we show the conductance spectrum measured as a function 
of VR, with VLD and VRD tuned to µLD ≈ µRD ≈ 0 (black dots in Fig. 2c, ii 
and iv). A pair of conductance peaks or dips is visible on either side 
of zero energy.

Figure 2c shows G at VPG = 218 mV (the GRR component is also used 
for Fig. 1h, (2)). Here all the elements of G exhibit CAR-type avoided 
crossings. The spectrum shown in panel f, obtained at the joint charge 
degeneracy point (black dots in panel c, ii and iv), similarly has two 
conductance peaks surrounding zero energy. The measured nonlocal 

conductance is positive, as predicted for CAR. The existence of both 
t > ∆ and t < ∆ regimes, together with continuous gate tunability, allows 
us to approach the t ≈ ∆ sweet spot. This is shown in panel b, taken with 
VPG = 210 mV. Here GRR and GLL exhibit no avoided crossing, whereas 
GLR and GRL fluctuate around zero, confirming that CAR and ECT are in 
balance. Accordingly, the spectrum in panel e confirms that the even 
and odd ground states are degenerate and transport can occur at zero 
excitation energy by means of the appearance of a zero-bias conduct-
ance peak. The crossover from the t > ∆ regime to the t < ∆ regime can 
be seen across several QD resonances (Extended Data Fig. 9).

To show that gate-tuning of the t/∆ ratio is indeed continuous, we 
repeat charge-stability diagram measurements (Extended Data Fig. 3) 
and bias spectroscopy at more VPG values. As before, each bias sweep 
is conducted while keeping both QDs at charge degeneracy. Figure 2g 
shows the resulting composite plot of GRR (i) and GLR (ii) versus bias volt-
age and VPG. The X-shaped conductance feature indicates a continuous 
evolution of the excitation energy, with a linear zero-energy crossing 
agreeing with predictions in ref. 3. Following analysis described in Meth-
ods, we extract the peak spacing and average nonlocal conductance in 
Fig. 2h to visualize the continuous crossover from t > ∆ to t < ∆.

PMM sweet spot
Next we study the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the t = ∆ sweet 
spot. The predicted zero-temperature experimental signature of the 
PMM states is a pair of quantized zero-bias conductance peaks on both 
sides of the devices. These zero-bias peaks are persistent even when one 
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Fig. 3 | Conductance spectroscopy at the t = ∆ sweet spot for the ↑↑ spin 
configuration. a, IR versus VLD and VRD under VL = 0 and VR = 10 µV. The spectra 
in panel b are taken at values of VLD and VRD marked by corresponding symbols. 
The gate versus bias sweeps are taken along the dashed, dotted and dashed- 
dotted lines in panels c, d and e, respectively. Data are taken with fixed 
VPG = 215.1 mV. b, Spectra taken under the values of VLD and VRD marked in panel 
a. The dashed lines are theoretical curves calculated with t = ∆ = 12 µeV, 

ΓL = ΓR = 4 µeV, T = 45 mK and at QD energies converted from VLD and VRD using 
measured lever arms (see Methods for details). c,d, G as a function of the 
applied bias and VRD (c) or VLD (d), taken along the paths indicated by the dashed 
blue line and the dotted green line in panel a, respectively. e, G as a function of 
the applied bias and along the diagonal indicated by the dashed-dotted pink 
line in panel a. This diagonal represents 500 µV of change in VLD and 250 µV of 
change in VRD.
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Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain in 
coupled quantum dots

Tom Dvir1,2,4 ✉, Guanzhong Wang1,2,4, Nick van Loo1,2,4, Chun-Xiao Liu1,2, Grzegorz P. Mazur1,2, 
Alberto Bordin1,2, Sebastiaan L. D. ten Haaf1,2, Ji-Yin Wang1,2, David van Driel1,2, 
Francesco Zatelli1,2, Xiang Li1,2, Filip K. Malinowski1,2, Sasa Gazibegovic3, Ghada Badawy3, 
Erik P. A. M. Bakkers3, Michael Wimmer1,2 & Leo P. Kouwenhoven1,2 ✉

Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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create a highly efficient Cooper pair splitter17 and to realize a minimal
Kitaev chain18. A key idea is that the QDs were coupled via extended
Andreev bound states (ABSs) in the semiconductor-superconductor
hybrid19–21, rather than the continuum above the superconducting gap.
Therefore, by controlling the ABS energy with electrostatic gates, it
was possible to tune the relative amplitudes of ECT and CAR. These
developments pave the way for more advanced experiments, where
the geometrical constraints of 1D systems will pose restrictions on the
complexity of possible devices. An ideal platform to overcome these
restrictions are semiconductor 2DEGs. Not onlydo they offerflexibility
in device design, but also serve as a scalable platform to create and
manipulate topologically protected Majorana bound states in artificial
Kitaev chains.

We demonstrate here for the first time the observation of Cooper
pair splitting in a 2D semiconductor platform. This is achieved by
coupling two quantum dots via a hybrid proximitized section in an
InSbAs 2DEG. By applying an external magnetic field, we polarize the
spins of the QDs, allowing us to use them as spin-filters. This, in
combination with highly efficient CPS, allows us to accurately resolve
the spin of the electrons involved in CAR and ECT. The large spin-orbit
coupling in our 2DEGs, in combination with the device dimensions,
results in significant spin precession for the electrons. Importantly, we
show that this leads to strong equal-spin CAR currents that are of
similar amplitude to the conventional opposite-spin processes.
Through rotation of the magnetic field angle relative to the spin-orbit
field, we show that the ECT and CAR processes can be tuned to equal
amplitudes, satisfying a key requirement for realizing a Kitaev chain in
semiconductor-superconductor hybrids.

Results
Device and characterization
Devices are fabricated on an InSbAs 2DEG with epitaxial aluminum
grown by molecular beam epitaxy. This material has been established
to have a low effective mass, high g-factor and large spin-orbit
coupling22,23. Figure 1a, b illustrate the device structure together with
the three-terminal measurement circuit. The two depletion gates
(pink) define a quasi-1D channel of about 150 nm, contacted on each

side with normal leads. Themiddle of the channel is proximitized via a
150 nm-wide aluminium strip (green), which is kept electrically
grounded. Quantum dots on the left and right are created using the
finger gates (blue) and the ABS energy is controlled by the central ABS
gate (purple). The biases VL and VR applied to the left and right leads
can be varied independently. The currents IL and IR in the left and right
leads aremeasured simultaneously.We define a positive current as the
flow of electron charge from the leads to the superconductor.

First, the two innermost finger gates are used to define tunneling
barriers on either side of the hybrid region. Figure 1c, d show the
measured local conductance GRR =

dIR
dVR

and non-local conductance
GLR =

dIL
dVR

as a function of the ABS gate voltage VABS. The induced gap in
the hybrid section is found to be Δind ≈ 220 μeV. The correspondence
between GRR and GLR shows the presence of an extended discrete ABS
in the proximitized section. The observed sign-switching in the non-
local signal is typical for an extended ABS probed in a three-terminal
measurement24–26. Next, two quantum dots are created on either side
of the proximitized section. Their electro-chemical potentials are
controlled by applied voltages VQDL and VQDR. The charge stability
diagrams of both QDs (Fig. 1e, f) show Coulomb diamonds with clear
even-odd spacing. The pair of Coulombpeaks show linear splitting as a
function of magnetic field, indicative of a spin-degenerate single
orbital level (Fig. S1). The superconducting gap Δind is clearly visible at
the charge degeneracy points, indicative of a weak coupling to the
proximitized region27,28. Charging energies of QDL and QDR are
1.9meV and 1.4meV respectively, much larger than the induced
superconducting gap.

CAR and ECT
For CAR, an electron from each of the two leads is simultaneously
transferred to the superconductor via an extended ABS to form a
Cooper pair (Fig. 2a). This should therefore result in positively corre-
lated currents in the leads (IL = IR). For ECT (Fig. 2b), an electron from
the left or right lead tunnels to the opposite leadvia the hybrid section,
which should thus give rise to negatively correlated currents (IL = − IR).
As wewill show below, by controlling the QD levels and voltage biases,
it is possible to distinguish currents arising from ECT and CAR. Such

Fig. 1 | Basic device characterization. a A 3D illustration of the device. The two
quantum dots (QDL and QDR), and the region hosting ABSs are indicated. For
clarity, the gate-dielectric layers are not shown. b False-color scanning electron
micrograph of Device 1, including a schematic of the circuit diagram for three-

terminal measurements. Tunneling spectroscopy measurements showing (c) local
conductance GRR and (d) non-local conductance GLR as a function of the ABS gate
voltage VABS and right bias voltageVR. Coulombdiamondsof theQDs aremeasured
for (e) QDL and (f) QDR.
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Triplet correlations in Cooper pair splitters
realized in a two-dimensional electron gas

Qingzhen Wang1,6, Sebastiaan L. D. ten Haaf 1,6, Ivan Kulesh1, Di Xiao2,
Candice Thomas2, Michael J. Manfra 2,3,4,5 & Srijit Goswami 1

Cooper pairs occupy the ground state of superconductors and are typically
composed of maximally entangled electrons with opposite spin. In order to
study the spin and entanglement properties of these electrons, one must
separate them spatially via a process known as Cooper pair splitting (CPS).
Here we provide the first demonstration of CPS in a semiconductor two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG). By coupling two quantum dots to a
superconductor-semiconductor hybrid region we achieve efficient Cooper
pair splitting, and clearly distinguish it from other local and non-local pro-
cesses. When the spin degeneracy of the dots is lifted, they can be operated as
spin-filters to obtain information about the spin of the electrons forming the
Cooper pair. Not only do we observe a near perfect splitting of Cooper pairs
into opposite-spin electrons (i.e. conventional singlet pairing), but also into
equal-spin electrons, thus achieving triplet correlations between the quantum
dots. Importantly, the exceptionally large spin-orbit interaction in our 2DEGs
results in a strong triplet component, comparable in amplitude to the singlet
pairing. The demonstration of CPS in a scalable and flexible platform provides
a credible route to study on-chip entanglement and topological super-
conductivity in the form of artificial Kitaev chains.

Coupling two normal leads to a superconductor can give rise to non-
local transport processes directly involving both leads. Two opposite-
spin electrons from a Cooper pair in the superconductor can be split
into the leads via a process known as Cooper pair splitting (CPS). The
dominant transport mechanism that gives rise to CPS is crossed
Andreev reflection (CAR), whereby a higher order process allows two
electrons to be injected simultaneously into the superconductor to
form a Cooper pair. Additionally, a single electron can tunnel through
the superconductor from one lead to the other through a process
known as elastic co-tunnelling (ECT). The ability to control these
processes has important implications for two distinct fields. Firstly,
efficient CPS can be used to generate spatially separated entangled
electrons, that can be used to perform a Bell test1–6. Secondly, in the
context of topological superconductivity, it has been shown that CAR

and ECT are crucial ingredients required to implement a Kitaev chain7

using quantum dot-superconductor hybrids8,9.
CPS has been studied in various mesoscopic systems coupled to

superconductors, such as semiconductor nanowires10–13, carbon
nanotubes14,15, and graphene16. Quantum dots (QDs) are generally
added between the leads and the superconductor. The charging
energy of the QDs ensures that electrons forming a Cooper pair pre-
ferentially split into separate dots, rather than occupying levels in the
same dot. This results in correlated electrical currents at the two
normal leads. It has thus far been challenging to independently mea-
sure the relevant virtual processes (i.e. ECT and CAR) and isolate them
from local processes, such as normal Andreev reflection or direct
tunnelling via sub-gap states. In a set of recent studies on hybrid
nanowires, it was shown that these challenges could be overcome to
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Cooper pairs occupy the ground state of superconductors and are typically
composed of maximally entangled electrons with opposite spin. In order to
study the spin and entanglement properties of these electrons, one must
separate them spatially via a process known as Cooper pair splitting (CPS).
Here we provide the first demonstration of CPS in a semiconductor two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG). By coupling two quantum dots to a
superconductor-semiconductor hybrid region we achieve efficient Cooper
pair splitting, and clearly distinguish it from other local and non-local pro-
cesses. When the spin degeneracy of the dots is lifted, they can be operated as
spin-filters to obtain information about the spin of the electrons forming the
Cooper pair. Not only do we observe a near perfect splitting of Cooper pairs
into opposite-spin electrons (i.e. conventional singlet pairing), but also into
equal-spin electrons, thus achieving triplet correlations between the quantum
dots. Importantly, the exceptionally large spin-orbit interaction in our 2DEGs
results in a strong triplet component, comparable in amplitude to the singlet
pairing. The demonstration of CPS in a scalable and flexible platform provides
a credible route to study on-chip entanglement and topological super-
conductivity in the form of artificial Kitaev chains.

Coupling two normal leads to a superconductor can give rise to non-
local transport processes directly involving both leads. Two opposite-
spin electrons from a Cooper pair in the superconductor can be split
into the leads via a process known as Cooper pair splitting (CPS). The
dominant transport mechanism that gives rise to CPS is crossed
Andreev reflection (CAR), whereby a higher order process allows two
electrons to be injected simultaneously into the superconductor to
form a Cooper pair. Additionally, a single electron can tunnel through
the superconductor from one lead to the other through a process
known as elastic co-tunnelling (ECT). The ability to control these
processes has important implications for two distinct fields. Firstly,
efficient CPS can be used to generate spatially separated entangled
electrons, that can be used to perform a Bell test1–6. Secondly, in the
context of topological superconductivity, it has been shown that CAR

and ECT are crucial ingredients required to implement a Kitaev chain7

using quantum dot-superconductor hybrids8,9.
CPS has been studied in various mesoscopic systems coupled to

superconductors, such as semiconductor nanowires10–13, carbon
nanotubes14,15, and graphene16. Quantum dots (QDs) are generally
added between the leads and the superconductor. The charging
energy of the QDs ensures that electrons forming a Cooper pair pre-
ferentially split into separate dots, rather than occupying levels in the
same dot. This results in correlated electrical currents at the two
normal leads. It has thus far been challenging to independently mea-
sure the relevant virtual processes (i.e. ECT and CAR) and isolate them
from local processes, such as normal Andreev reflection or direct
tunnelling via sub-gap states. In a set of recent studies on hybrid
nanowires, it was shown that these challenges could be overcome to
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measurements are shown in Fig. 2c, d. Here VQDL and VQDR are each
tuned close to a selected charge degeneracy point and the currents IL
and IR are simultaneouslymeasured. The large charging energies of the
dots ensure that each lead strongly prefers accepting or donating a
single electron. We further ensure that the applied biases are lower in
energy thanany sub-gap states in the hybridized region, such that local
transport is suppressed. Todemonstrate CAR,we setVL =VR = − 120 μV
and sweep VQDL and VQDR. A finite current is observed only along a line
with negative slope, for both IL and IR (Fig. 2c). Furthermore, the cur-
rents are equal both in magnitude and sign (Fig. 2e). Converting the
gate voltages to electro-chemical potentials (μL, μR), we confirm that
CAR mediated transport occurs when μL = −μR (Fig. S4c). This is con-
sistent with the requirement that the energies of the electrons forming
the Cooper pair must be equal and opposite. To demonstrate ECT, we
apply biases with opposite polarity (VL = −VR = −120 μV). Unlike CAR, a
finite current is observed only along a line with positive slope (Fig. 2d).
This is consistent with energy conservation during ECT, which
demands that μL = μR. Furthermore, the currents are now equal in
magnitude, but opposite in sign (Fig. 2f). Note that when biasing only
VL or VR and grounding the other lead, both ECT and CAR become
visible in the charge stability diagram (Fig. S2).

Importantly, for bothCAR and ECTweobserve nonotable current
when the bias and energy conditions are not met, indicating that
unwanted local processes are strongly suppressed. In combination
with strongly correlated currents, this suggests a relatively large signal-
to-noise ratio of the CPS process. To characterize this, we calculate the
CPS efficiency and visibility (Fig. S4). Following15,17, we obtain a com-
bined CPS efficiency above 90%, on par with the highest previously
reported values15,17. Applying a larger bias that exceeds the sub-gap
state energy (but is still below Δind) results in additional local, non-
correlated signals which only depend on a single QD (Fig. S3) and
significantly reduce the CPS efficiency.

To systematically characterize the CAR and ECT measurements,
we calculate the correlated current Icorr ! sgnðILIRÞ $

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jILjjIRj

p
(Fig. 2c,

d)17. It is non-zero only when IL and IR are both non-zero and thus
highlights featuresmediated by ECT and CAR. Furthermore the sign of
Icorr clearly distinguishes CAR (always positive) from ECT (always
negative).

Zero field spin blockade
In the absence of amagnetic field, the orbital levels of theQDs are spin-
degenerate. Therefore, if the dot has an even number of electrons, the
first electron to occupy the next orbital (a transition denoted as 0↔ 1)
can be either spin-up or spin-down. However, to add the second
electron (1↔ 2), the Pauli exclusion principle requires it to have an
opposite spin. The effect of this spin-filling rule leads to a blockade of
transport, which depends on the nature of the underlying process.

We first focus on ECT in the ( − ,+) bias configuration, denoting
that a negative bias is applied to the left lead and a positive bias is
applied to the right lead (Fig. 3b). When the QDs are tuned to the
(0↔ 1, 1↔ 2) transition, a situation can arise where the left QD is
occupied with e.g. a spin-up electron (coming from the left lead),
whereas the right QD can only accept a spin-down electron (since the
spin-up state has already been occupied). At this point transport from
left to right is blocked, analogous to the well-known Pauli blockade in
double quantum dots29. This spin blockade is clearly seen when the
QDs are tuned over successive charge transitions. In Fig. 3c we see that
the ECT current is suppressed for the (0↔ 1, 1↔ 2) transition. Rever-
sing the bias polarities to (+, − ), a similar blockade is observed for the
(1↔ 2, 0↔ 1) transition, as expected (see Fig. 3e).

In the (−, −) configuration, onlyCARmediated transport can occur
and we find a suppression in CAR current for the (0↔ 1, 0↔ 1) transi-
tion. This is a direct consequence of the Cooper pairs in an s-wave
superconductor having a singlet pairing. Thus, for transport to occur,
each QD must donate an electron of opposite spin in order to create a
singlet Cooper pair in the superconductor. Transport is therefore
blocked when both dots are occupied by electrons with the same spin
(Fig. 3a). Finally, in the (+, +) configuration a blockade is expected for
the (1↔ 2, 1↔ 2) transition (Fig. 3d), as observed in the measurements.
Qualitatively similar measurements of spin blockade for CAR and ECT
arepresented for another device (Fig. S8).Wenote that a finite amount
of current remains for each blockaded transition, indicating the pre-
sence of a spin-relaxation mechanism in our system. The hyperfine
interaction is one such mechanism that can lift the Pauli blockade30,31.
We confirm this by applying a magnetic field to suppress the spin-
mixing due to the hyperfine interaction, and find that 35mT is suffi-
cient to fully suppress the remaining current (Fig. S5).

Fig. 2 | Correlated CAR and ECT signals. Diagrams of the transport cycles for (a)
CAR and (b) ECT. Blue lines indicate the energies of the QD levels required for
transport via the ABS at energy ± E. Purple bars mark the energy window in which
transport is allowed, corresponding to the marked regions in the measurement
panels (c and d). c Charge stability measurement of QDL and QDR with
VL =VR = −120 μV taken at VABS = −245mV. Equal currents with the same sign are

observed at the left (IL) and right (IR) leads only when the QD energy levels are anti-
aligned, as expected for CAR. d Repeated measurement, but with
VL = −VR = −120 μV. Equal currents with opposite sign are observed only when the
QDs are aligned in energy, as expected for ECT. The correlated currents Icorr are
calculated from IL and IR as described in the main text. Exemplary line traces at
VQDR = −375mV for CAR and ECT are plotted in (e) and (f) respectively.
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of said Andreev bound states and, thereby, t and ∆. We search for the  
VPG range over which ∆ changes differently from t and look for a cross-
over in the type of charge-stability diagrams.

Figure 2a–c shows the resulting charge-stability diagrams for the ↓↑ 
spin configuration at different values of VPG. The conductance matrix 
G(VL = 0, VR = 0) at VPG = 198 mV is shown in Fig. 2a. The local conduct-
ance on both sides, GLL and GRR, exhibit level repulsion indicative of 
t > ∆. We emphasize that ECT can become stronger than CAR even 
though the spins of the two QD transitions are antiparallel because of 
the electric gating mentioned above. The dominance of ECT over CAR 
can also be seen in the negative sign of the nonlocal conductance, GLR 
and GRL. During ECT, an electron enters the system through one dot 
and exits through the other, resulting in negative nonlocal conduct-
ance. CAR, by contrast, causes two electrons to enter or leave both 
dots simultaneously, producing positive nonlocal conductance27. 
The residual finite conductance in the centre of the charge-stability 
diagram can be attributed to level broadening resulting from finite 
temperature and dot-lead coupling (see Extended Data Fig. 10). In 
Fig. 2d, we show the conductance spectrum measured as a function 
of VR, with VLD and VRD tuned to µLD ≈ µRD ≈ 0 (black dots in Fig. 2c, ii 
and iv). A pair of conductance peaks or dips is visible on either side 
of zero energy.

Figure 2c shows G at VPG = 218 mV (the GRR component is also used 
for Fig. 1h, (2)). Here all the elements of G exhibit CAR-type avoided 
crossings. The spectrum shown in panel f, obtained at the joint charge 
degeneracy point (black dots in panel c, ii and iv), similarly has two 
conductance peaks surrounding zero energy. The measured nonlocal 

conductance is positive, as predicted for CAR. The existence of both 
t > ∆ and t < ∆ regimes, together with continuous gate tunability, allows 
us to approach the t ≈ ∆ sweet spot. This is shown in panel b, taken with 
VPG = 210 mV. Here GRR and GLL exhibit no avoided crossing, whereas 
GLR and GRL fluctuate around zero, confirming that CAR and ECT are in 
balance. Accordingly, the spectrum in panel e confirms that the even 
and odd ground states are degenerate and transport can occur at zero 
excitation energy by means of the appearance of a zero-bias conduct-
ance peak. The crossover from the t > ∆ regime to the t < ∆ regime can 
be seen across several QD resonances (Extended Data Fig. 9).

To show that gate-tuning of the t/∆ ratio is indeed continuous, we 
repeat charge-stability diagram measurements (Extended Data Fig. 3) 
and bias spectroscopy at more VPG values. As before, each bias sweep 
is conducted while keeping both QDs at charge degeneracy. Figure 2g 
shows the resulting composite plot of GRR (i) and GLR (ii) versus bias volt-
age and VPG. The X-shaped conductance feature indicates a continuous 
evolution of the excitation energy, with a linear zero-energy crossing 
agreeing with predictions in ref. 3. Following analysis described in Meth-
ods, we extract the peak spacing and average nonlocal conductance in 
Fig. 2h to visualize the continuous crossover from t > ∆ to t < ∆.

PMM sweet spot
Next we study the excitation spectrum in the vicinity of the t = ∆ sweet 
spot. The predicted zero-temperature experimental signature of the 
PMM states is a pair of quantized zero-bias conductance peaks on both 
sides of the devices. These zero-bias peaks are persistent even when one 
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Fig. 3 | Conductance spectroscopy at the t = ∆ sweet spot for the ↑↑ spin 
configuration. a, IR versus VLD and VRD under VL = 0 and VR = 10 µV. The spectra 
in panel b are taken at values of VLD and VRD marked by corresponding symbols. 
The gate versus bias sweeps are taken along the dashed, dotted and dashed- 
dotted lines in panels c, d and e, respectively. Data are taken with fixed 
VPG = 215.1 mV. b, Spectra taken under the values of VLD and VRD marked in panel 
a. The dashed lines are theoretical curves calculated with t = ∆ = 12 µeV, 

ΓL = ΓR = 4 µeV, T = 45 mK and at QD energies converted from VLD and VRD using 
measured lever arms (see Methods for details). c,d, G as a function of the 
applied bias and VRD (c) or VLD (d), taken along the paths indicated by the dashed 
blue line and the dotted green line in panel a, respectively. e, G as a function of 
the applied bias and along the diagonal indicated by the dashed-dotted pink 
line in panel a. This diagonal represents 500 µV of change in VLD and 250 µV of 
change in VRD.
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Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain in 
coupled quantum dots

Tom Dvir1,2,4 ✉, Guanzhong Wang1,2,4, Nick van Loo1,2,4, Chun-Xiao Liu1,2, Grzegorz P. Mazur1,2, 
Alberto Bordin1,2, Sebastiaan L. D. ten Haaf1,2, Ji-Yin Wang1,2, David van Driel1,2, 
Francesco Zatelli1,2, Xiang Li1,2, Filip K. Malinowski1,2, Sasa Gazibegovic3, Ghada Badawy3, 
Erik P. A. M. Bakkers3, Michael Wimmer1,2 & Leo P. Kouwenhoven1,2 ✉

Majorana bound states constitute one of the simplest examples of emergent non- 
Abelian excitations in condensed matter physics. A toy model proposed by Kitaev 
shows that such states can arise at the ends of a spinless p-wave superconducting chain1. 
Practical proposals for its realization2,3 require coupling neighbouring quantum dots 
(QDs) in a chain through both electron tunnelling and crossed Andreev reflection4. 
Although both processes have been observed in semiconducting nanowires and carbon 
nanotubes5–8, crossed-Andreev interaction was neither easily tunable nor strong 
enough to induce coherent hybridization of dot states. Here we demonstrate the 
simultaneous presence of all necessary ingredients for an artificial Kitaev chain: two 
spin-polarized QDs in an InSb nanowire strongly coupled by both elastic co-tunnelling 
(ECT) and crossed Andreev reflection (CAR). We fine-tune this system to a sweet spot 
where a pair of poor man’s Majorana states is predicted to appear. At this sweet spot, 
the transport characteristics satisfy the theoretical predictions for such a system, 
including pairwise correlation, zero charge and stability against local perturbations. 
Although the simple system presented here can be scaled to simulate a full Kitaev 
chain with an emergent topological order, it can also be used imminently to explore 
relevant physics related to non-Abelian anyons.

Engineering Majorana bound states in condensed matter systems is an 
intensively pursued goal, both for their exotic non-Abelian exchange 
statistics and for potential applications in building topologically pro-
tected qubits1,9,10. The most investigated experimental approach looks 
for Majorana states at the boundaries of topological superconducting 
materials, made of hybrid semiconducting–superconducting hetero-
structures11–15. However, the widely-relied-upon signature of Majorana 
states, zero-bias conductance peaks, is by itself unable to distinguish 
topological Majorana states from other trivial zero-energy states 
induced by disorder and smooth gate potentials16–21. Both problems 
disrupting the formation or detection of a topological phase origi-
nate from a lack of control over the microscopic details of the electron 
potential landscape in these heterostructure devices.

In this work, we realize a minimal Kitaev chain1 using two QDs coupled 
by means of a short superconducting–semiconducting hybrid2. By 
controlling the electrostatic potential on each of these three elements, 
we overcome the challenge imposed by random disorder potentials.  
At a fine-tuned sweet spot where Majorana states are predicted to 
appear, we observe end-to-end correlated conductance that signals 
emergent Majorana properties such as zero charge and robustness 
against local perturbations. We note that these Majorana states in a 
minimal Kitaev chain are not topologically protected and have been 
dubbed ‘poor man’s Majorana’ (PMM) states3.

 
Realization of a minimal Kitaev chain
The elementary building block of the Kitaev chain is a pair of spin-
less electronic sites coupled simultaneously by two mechanisms: ECT 
and CAR. Both processes are depicted in Fig. 1a. ECT involves a single 
electron hopping between two sites with an amplitude t. CAR refers 
to two electrons from both sites tunnelling back and forth into a com-
mon superconductor with an amplitude ∆ (not to be confused with 
the superconducting gap size), forming and splitting Cooper pairs4. 
To create the two-site Kitaev chain, we use two spin-polarized QDs, in 
which only one orbital level in each dot is available for transport. In the 
absence of tunnelling between the QDs, the system is characterized by 
a well-defined charge state on each QD: |nLD nRD&, in which nLD, nRD ∈ {0, 1} 
are occupations of the left and right QD levels. The charge on each QD 
depends only on its electrochemical potential µLD or µRD, schematically 
shown in Fig. 1b.

In the presence of interdot coupling, the eigenstates of the combined 
system become superpositions of the charge states. ECT couples |10& 
and |01〉, resulting in two eigenstates of the form α|10& − β|01& (Fig. 1c), 
both with odd combined charge parity. These two bonding and anti-
bonding states differ in energy by 2t when both QDs are at their charge 
degeneracy, that is, µLD = µRD = 0. Analogously, CAR couples the two even 
states |00& and |11& to produce bonding and antibonding eigenstates 
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